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Length

27.166 m (89’ 1.5”)

Wing span

27.05 m (88’ 9”)

Height

7.65 m (25’ 1”)

Wing area

61 m2 (657 sq.ft)

Standard configuration

70 seats at 30” pitch

ENGINES
Pratt & Whitney Canada

PW127M

Take- off power

2,475 SHP

Take-off power - One engine

2,750 SHP

Max continuous

2,500 SHP

Max climb

2,192 SHP

Max cruise

2,132 SHP

WEIGHTS
Max Take-Off weight (basic)

22,800 kg / 50,265 lb

Max Take-Off weight (option)

23,000 kg / 50,705 lb

Max Landing Weight (basic)

22,350 kg / 49,272 lb

Max zero fuel weight (basic)

20,800 kg / 45,855 lb

Max zero fuel weight (option)

21,000 kg / 46,296 lb

Operational Empty Weight (Tech. Spec.)
13,311 kg - 29,346 lb

Operational Empty Weight (Typical in-service) 13,500 kg / 29,762 lb

Max payload (at typical in-service OEW)
7,500 kg / 16,534 lb

Max fuel load

5,000 kg / 11,023 lb

AIRFIELD PERFORMANCETake-off distance Basic (MTOW - ISA - SL)

1,333 m / 4,373 ft

 Option (MTOW - ISA - SL)

1,367 m / 4,485 ft

 TOW for 300 Nm (Max pax - ISA - SL)
1,175 m / 3,855 ft

TOW for 300 Nm - Max pax - 3,000 ft - ISA +10 1,410 m / 4,626 ft

Take-off speed (V2 min @ MTOW)
116 KCAS

Landing distance (FAR25) Basic (MLW - SL)

1,067 m / 3,501 ft

 At LW (Max pax + reserves - SL)
1,008 m / 3,307 ft

Reference speed at landing

113 KIAS

En-route performanceOptimum climb speed

170 KCAS

Rate of climb (ISA, SL, MTOW)

1,355 ft/min

Max cruise speed (95% MTOW - ISA -  

Optimum FL)

275 KTAS /  510 km/h

Fuel flow at cruise speed

762 kg/h / 1,680 lb/h

Range with max pax (70 seats)

825 Nm

PHOTO: ATR

Source: www.atraircraft.com

ATR 72-600
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TECHNoLoGy TrAjECTory
India’s present holdings of UAVs are 
extremely low and there is a need for 

induction in large numbers to meet the 
requirements for the future

Awards 2017
Special 

Contribution to 
business AviAtion

IndIA hAs to note thAt ChInA hAs AlreAdy feAtUred Its ChAng hong-3 UCAV plAtforms In 
VArIoUs defenCe exhIbItIons In reCent yeArs. ConsIderIng ChInA’s deVelopments In thIs 
fIeld, the dAy Is not fAr when pAkIstAn wIll reCeIVe these ChInese AerIAl systems. the IndIAn 
Armed forCes hAVe to jUdICIoUsly exAmIne theIr fUtUre reqUIrements of UAVs. whIle the 
reqUIrements mAy be CleAr, whAt Is of ImportAnCe Is the roAdmAp for theIr proCUrement 
And deVelopment of UAVs In IndIA.
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O
On December 11, Prime minister Narendra Modi ush-
ered in a new dawn for general aviation with his flight aboard 
a Kodiak 100 seaplane from Sabarmati river in Ahmedabad to 
Dharoi Dam in Mehsana district. Even though the flight was of 
a very short duration, it drew considerable public attention as 
also rekindled hope for general aviation as also for the newly 
launched Regional Connectivity Scheme aimed at giving impetus 
to regional aviation. However, just a week earlier, the Ministry of 
Civil Aviation (MoCA) had taken a decision to do away with the 
need to obtain prior clearance from the Directorate General of 
Civil Aviation before every flight by a business aircraft to a des-
tination outside the country. The business and general aviation 
segment of the Indian civil aviation industry is certainly looking 
forward to further reforms in the regulatory regime to unshackle 
this segment of the Indian civil aviation industry.

On the global scene, Embraer of Brazil crossed a major 
milestone in the first week of December 2017 when it handed 
over the 1,400th regional airliner to Envoy Air, a wholly owned 
subsidiary of American Airlines Group. Prospects for the Bra-
zilian aerospace major appear to be bright as the assessment 
is that the over the next two decades, the global airline indus-
try will need to induct as many as 3,765 of the E2 family of 
regional jets. With the focus of the NDA Government on promot-
ing regional aviation, India too could prove to be an attractive 
market for Embraer E2 jet liners.

Writing from Dubai, Bikram Vohra analyses the dynamics 
of the market prospects in the nations of the Middle East for 
the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter (JSF), a fifth-generation combat 
platform from Lockheed Martin of the US. Of particular interest 
would be the impact of the decision by President Donald Trump 
to declare Jerusalem the capital of Israel. The potential custom-
ers of the F-35 JSF in the Arab world led by Saudi Arabia are 
clearly opposed to the decision by President Donald Trump and 
this could have implications for the market prospects for the 
F-35 in the Middle East.

The question whether business aviation is mere luxury for 
the affluent or it has any relevance to the economic growth of 
the nation, has often been a subject of debate. In this issue of 
SP’s Aviation, Group Captain A.K. Sachdev (Retd) has an analy-
sis of the subject. The author is of the view that business avia-

tion has immense potential not only to grow as an industry, but 
has the potential to contribute significantly to the growth of the 
national economy.

This issue of SP’s Aviation carries an article by Air Marshal 
Sukhchain Singh (Retd) on the technologies driving the growth 
in unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) for military use. Unmanned 
aerial platforms are definitely gaining ground over manned air-
craft and their employment is set to increase manifold in the 
future. Practically all major nations are moving in this direction. 
The author however observes that India’s present holdings of 
UAVs are extremely low and there is a need for their induction 
in large numbers to meet the requirements for the future.

In his second article in this issue, Air Marshal Sukhchain 
Singh delves on airworthiness and certification practices in both 
civil and military aviation domains in India. The author is of the 
view that given the fact that self-sufficiency in its air assets is the 
aim, it is important that there be civil and military collaboration 
in respect of airworthiness and certification procedures for the 
optimum utilisation of air assets and financial prudence. 

All these and more in this issue of SP’s Aviation. Also, we at 
SP’s wish the entire aviation community “Happy New Year” and 
look forward to interacting with you again next year.

Welcome aboard and happy landings!
Jai Hind!

Jayant Baranwal 

Publisher & editor-in-Chief

with the focus of the nDa 
government on promoting regional 

aviation, inDia too coulD prove 
to Be an attractive market for 

emBraer e2 Jet liners
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New Delhi (Sputnik) – India might do away 
with the engine criteria for the planned 
purchase of over a 100 fighter jets for 
the Indian Air Force (IAF) to widen the 
scope of competition among foreign ven-
dors supplying both single-engine as well 
as twin-engine fighter aircraft. Highly 
placed sources told Sputnik that the 
Indian Ministry of Defence (MoD) wants 
an open fighter jet contest like the ear-

lier deal for medium multi-role combat 
aircraft (MMRCA) wherein the main cri-
teria would be the technical capabilities 
of the jet not the number of engines. The 
new development has come as a rude 
awakening to Lockheed Martin and Saab 
who have been keenly anticipating a ten-
der specifically for single engine fighter 
jets making the F-16 and the Gripen the 
front-runners in the $10 billion deal.

The dichoTomy of views on whether the IAF needs single 
or twin-engine combat aircraft is not a new phenomenon. It 
has been a subject of frequent debate. In the year 2002, the 
IAF had initiated a case for the procurement of a single-engine 
combat aircraft as the MiG-21s with its several variants which 
constituted bulk of the fleet, would be reaching the end of life 
and would have to be retired from service over the next two 
decades. With no certainty of the time frame in which the light 
combat aircraft Tejas would be available, the IAF proposed pro-
curement of a light-weight, multi-role, single-engine platform 
from a foreign original equipment manufacturer (OEM), few in 
fly-away condition and the remaining to be manufactured in 
India. The proposal for 126 multi-role combat aircraft (MRCA) 
to replace the single-engine MiG-21 fleet, was duly cleared by 
Air HQ and was forwarded to the MoD.

However, before the MoD could process the case, there was 
a change in the leadership in the IAF and the case was sent 
back to Air HQ for a review by the new incumbent. As expected, 
with the change in the top echelons at Air HQ, there was a 
change in the perception as well. Air HQ was now of the view 
that the IAF actually needed not a light-weight but a medium-
weight, multi-role, preferably a twin-engine platform capable of 
operating over longer ranges as the envelope of national secu-
rity interests had expanded considerably. The revised proposal 
designated the new platform as medium multi-role combat air-
craft (MMRCA) and mandated the evaluation of both single and 
twin-engine platforms available in the global market and select 
the most capable platform, price not being the limiting factor. 

Five years after the case was initiated by Air HQ, the tender 
for MMRCA was floated in August 2007. It would be interesting 
to note that of the six contenders in the race for the contract, 
there were four twin-engine and two single-engine aircraft. It 
took another five years before the IAF declared two amongst 
the twin-engine platforms, i.e. the Eurofighter Typhoon and the 
Rafale from Dassault Aviation of France, as the platforms of 
choice. What is also noteworthy is that the two single-engine air-
craft in the race have reappeared on the scene when the Request 
for Information for a single engine platform was issued recently.

Unfortunately for the IAF, the MMRCA tender for which the 
Rafale had been declared as the preferred platform, encountered 
insurmountable road blocks and was cancelled in 2015. This 
resulted in a crisis situation for the IAF as its combat fleet has 
been dwindling, eroding the operational edge over its adversar-
ies that are becoming increasingly belligerent. As an emergency 
measure, Prime Minister Narendra Modi interacted personally 
with the President of France during his visit to Paris in 2015 and 
initiated an Inter Government Agreement to purchase 36 Rafale 
jets bypassing the troublesome tendering process. Although this 
came as a partial relief for the IAF, the issue has been politi-
cised in a rather inelegant manner, a rather unfortunate state 
of affairs especially from the point of view of national security.

In view of the rapidly depleting strength of the combat fleet, 
Manohar Parrikar, the then Minister of Defence initiated a project 
to invite a foreign OEM to set up a production line in India and 
manufacture a single-engine combat aircraft in large numbers to 
meet with the growing requirement of the IAF as also of the global 
market. After Manohar Parrikar relinquished the appointment 
of the Minister of Defence, the project lay dormant till the newly 
appointed Minister of Defence Nirmala Sitharaman got it moving 
again. However, the proposal is not likely to be restricted to a sin-
gle-engine platform as the government is keen to widen the scope 
for competition among global players by removing the ‘single 
engine’ criteria to avert a controversy as only two manufacturers 
have so far expressed interest in the tender. With the inclusion of a 
twin-engine platform, it will only be a repeat of the MMRCA tender 
in which the preferred platform has already been identified by the 
IAF. Given the crisis the IAF faces today on account of which the 
time factor is of essence, there is no real need to go though the long 
tendering process all over again. All that the government needs to 
do is to order the number of Rafale jets the IAF requires and have 
it manufactured in India under the ‘Make in India’ scheme.

The price of the Rafale as compared to single-engine plat-
forms will undoubtedly be high; but no price is too high when 
the security of the nation is at stake. SP

—By Air Marshal B.K. Pandey (Retd)

VIEWS: 

NEWS:

MMRCA DIlEMMA HAuNtS tHE  
IAF AgAIN!
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Business aviation  Viewpoint

D

The Government of India needs to remodel the business aviation 
segment of the civil aviation industry to enhance the beneficial impact 
on the national economy

BY Air MArshAl B.K. PAndeY (retd)

Easier to Fly 
Abroad

December 15, 2017, was indeed a day to celebrate for the 
business aviation segment of the Indian civil aviation industry as 
it heralded a new beginning for the industry. It was from this day 
onwards that it became considerably easier for operators of busi-
ness aircraft in India to fly to destinations outside the country.

Growth of Business AviAtion in indiA
As per a report by the International Air Transport Association 
(IATA), over the last decade, a large number of business aircraft, 
primarily the latest offerings of business jets from the global 
aerospace majors, have been inducted into the business avia-il
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tion segment of the Indian civil aviation industry, which is now 
rated as the ninth largest in the world. It has also been reported 
by IATA that by the year 2026, the Indian civil aviation industry 
is expected to overtake that of the United Kingdom and ascend 
to the position of the third largest in the world. However, in 
terms of ownership of business jets, India currently has stands 
at the 18th position or so in the world with around 200 business 
jets. This is higher than the number of business jets in China 
even though it has more billionaires than India has. Currently, 
in India, there are over 150 private and non-scheduled charter 
operators in the business aviation segment of the Indian air-
line industry. However, India is poised for a rapid growth in the 
business aviation sector on account of its strategic geographic 
location between the Middle East and Europe in the West and 
the East Asian economies in the East. There is also expected to 
be the rising demand from the increasing number of high net-
worth individuals and business houses in the country.

The business aviation segment in India has been on a steady 
growth trajectory despite the numerous impediments that ema-
nate largely from stringent regulatory provisions. Growth of this 
segment of the Indian civil aviation industry can be attributed to 
the dynamism in the business culture and the changing business 
environment. With the acquisition of businesses in foreign coun-
tries by the large and prosperous Indian 
business houses, India’s global business 
linkages have without doubt become pro-
gressively stronger. But most importantly, 
both the Indian industry and the Indian 
Government have begun to appreciate 
the fact that business aviation contributes 
effectively not only to the business inter-
ests of the company, but in turn, to the 
growth of the national economy. There is 
undoubtedly a change in the perspective of 
both the Indian government as also corpo-
rate India. Business aviation that hitherto 
was perceived only as luxury at exorbitant 
cost, is now being viewed as an effective 
tool for the promotion of business interests 
especially at the international level.

As in most other sectors under con-
trol of the government at the centre, since its inception, the 
Indian civil aviation industry had also been in a vice-like grip 
of the regulatory agencies of the government, a system largely 
inherited from the colonial past. However, over the years there 
have been reforms and a degree of decontrol particularly of the 
Indian airline industry with the ushering in of an era of private 
airlines. The most recent changes brought about by the govern-
ment for the Indian airline industry have been abolition of the 
5/20 Rule as also the thrust on regional aviation through the 
Regional Connectivity Scheme duly supported by the govern-
ment. All these years, the business aviation segment had how-
ever, been on the back burner and hence in a state of neglect. 
Unfortunately, this segment of the Indian civil aviation indus-
try has not received attention of the government that it should 
have. This was so perhaps because it did not figure high enough 
in the order of priorities of the central government.

reGulAtory ChAnGes for Business AviAtion 
Hitherto, business aircraft registered in India, whether privately 
owned, registered in the name of a business house or operated 
by a charter company, that was planning to fly to a destination 
outside India, would require prior clearance from the Indian 
civil aviation regulatory authority, the Directorate General of 

Civil Aviation (DGCA). The concerned operating agency would 
have to submit an application to the DGCA for clearance and 
after an elaborate and time consuming process of verification 
that would normally take a couple of days, the DGCA would 
issue sanction for the flight by allocating a ‘YA Number’. The 
operator would then be required to file the flight plan with the 
appropriate Air Traffic Control after which the aircraft was free 
to embark on the air journey. Incidentally, this precondition of 
the need to obtain prior clearance from the regulatory authority 
was also applicable to business jets over flying India territory. 
Also, this practice was unique to India as it is not followed any-
where else in the world. 

This procedural complexity precluded the possibility of high 
net-worth individuals, business leaders or executives planning 
and undertaking business related flights to destinations outside 
India on short notice, on weekends or on holidays. Urgency of 
the situation was of no consequence to the regulatory authority. 
The crippling regulatory complexities rendered it extremely diffi-
cult for Indian-registered business jets or charter aircraft to con-
tribute meaningfully and effectively to the objective of enhancing 
ease of doing business in India which is an issue of high pri-
ority for the NDA Government led by Prime Minister Narendra 
Modi. The highly shackled business aviation would also deter 

foreign investors who would be hesitant 
to make heavy investments into the Indian 
economy. After interaction with the stake-
holders and due deliberations amongst the 
government agencies involved, the Minis-
try of Civil Aviation decided to remove the 
pre-condition of obtaining a YA number 
for Indian-registered business and charter 
aircraft, much to the relief to all the stake-
holders in the business aviation segment 
of the Indian civil aviation industry. Under 
the new dispensation, operators will be 
given clearance to fly to destinations out-
side India at the time of initial registration 
of the aircraft after the necessary verifica-
tion and not before every flight. This clear-
ance will be for a period of five years. 

the wAy forwArd
The latest move by the Ministry of Civil Aviation effective Decem-
ber 15, 2017, suggests that things are set to change and the 
business aviation segment of the Indian civil aviation industry 
could look forward to further easing of regulations that would 
render the operating environment for it more efficient and busi-
ness friendly. Having addressed one of the problems that had 
been afflicting the business aviation in India for a long time, 
one would expect that the government would move forward and 
address other problems that afflict this sector. 

 To begin with, there is a need to simplify the convoluted 
procedure currently in vogue for import of business aircraft 
that currently takes months and possibly more. There is defi-
nitely the need to introduce single-window clearance for busi-
ness aviation to obviate the need for operators to run from 
pillar to post to get their business aircraft off the ground. 
Further, it is also necessary for the government to address 
issues troubling business aircraft registered abroad desirous 
of operating into or through India. The government needs to 
study the progressive policies and practices that are followed 
by other countries in the developed world and remodel the 
business aviation segment of the India civil aviation industry 
to enhance the beneficial impact on the national economy. SP
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Embraer is the only manufacturer to develop a modern family of four aircraft specifically 
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D
December 6, 2017, was indeed a ‘Red Letter Day’ for the Brazil-
ian aerospace major Embraer when the company formally handed 
over an E175 regional jet airliner, the 1,400th such platform to be 
produced by it, to Envoy Air, a wholly owned subsidiary of Ameri-
can Airlines Group Inc. The handing over ceremony was held at 
the industrial facility of Embraer located in São José dos Campos, 
Brazil. American Airlines has been a customer of Embraer for over 
two decades and its subsidiary Envoy Air is one of the original 
operators of regional jets designed, developed and manufactured 
by Embraer. Today, the fleet operated by Envoy Air has more than 
100 regional airliners from the Brazilian 
original equipment manufacturer. 

In a span of four years between 
2013 and 2017, American Airlines has 
ordered 74 E175 regional airliners and 
the latest platform delivered on Decem-
ber 6, 2017, brings the total number of 
E175 regional airliners with Envoy Air to 
44. At the handing over ceremony, Pedro 
Fábregas, President and Chief Executive 
Officer (CEO) of Envoy Air said, “Envoy 
Air has enjoyed a long and very success-
ful partnership with Embraer. The com-
pany take great pride in the aircraft they 

produce and it shows in the quality of the E175 being delivered 
today. Our employees love operating the aircraft as much as our 
customers enjoy travelling in it. So we are delighted to share 
in this important milestone. We look forward to receiving ten 
more E175s in the near future and operating these outstanding 
aircraft for many years to come.”

Milestones Crossed earlier
One aspect that is unique about Embraer is the unfailing consis-
tency with which it has been achieving milestones in its regional 

airliner programme. Before the most 
recent success, on September 13, 2013, 
Embraer had crossed a milestone when it 
had delivered its 1,000th E-Jet to Repub-
lic Airlines, which operates the E175 for 
American Eagle. Mexico City, Mexico, On 
December 11, 2014, Embraer delivered 
the 1,100th E-Jet, an E190 to Aeromex-
ico, the Mexican flag carrier, at the Benito 
Juárez International Airport in Mexico 
City. Again on December 2, 2016, Embraer 
crossed another milestone with its E-Jets 
programme when it delivered the 1,300th 
aircraft, an E195, that was handed over to 

Milestones Galore: From dElivEring its 1,000th E-JEt in sEPtEmbEr 2013 to handing ovEr thE 1,400th (to Envoy air, a wholly ownEd 
subsidiary oF amErican airlinEs – sEE abovE on lEFt is amErican EaglE, thE brand ownEd by Envoy) in dEcEmbEr 2017, EmbraEr has bEEn 

making signiFicant achiEvEmEnts
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Tianjin Airlines of China. On this occasion too, the ceremony was 
held at the factory in São José dos Campos. This delivery brought 
the Tianjin Airlines E-Jet fleet to 45, the largest in Asia.

Speaking on the occasion, John Slattery, President and CEO, 
Embraer Commercial Aviation said “We dedicate this milestone to 
all our customers who have embraced the E-Jets philosophy. With-
out each of them, we would never have achieved such success with 
the programme. It is a matter of great pleasure to share this excit-
ing moment with Tianjin Airlines. We have been partners for many 
years and we look forward to many more decades of association, 
as the airline grows with the E2 family of E Jets.” Liu Lu, Execu-
tive Chairman and President of Tianjin Airlines, said that this was 
another milestone for Tianjin Airlines. “Tianjin Airlines started as 
a regional carrier and E-Jets have played a crucial role in our fleet 
optimisation and route expansion. Tianjin Airlines is also the larg-
est E-Jets operator in Asia with 62 aircraft, which redefined the 
operation model of regional aviation in China. We are proud to 
receive the 1,300th E-Jet of Embraer and we look forward to the 
new E-Jets E2 to bring us even more value.”

Tianjin Airlines has been a customer of Embraer since 2008 
and is among the earliest amongst those in China. During the visit 
to Brazil in 2014 by Xi Jinping the President of China, Embraer 
and Tianjin Airlines signed an agreement for up to 20 E195 and 
20 E190-E2 regional jet airliners. The first 
E190-E2 is scheduled to be delivered to 
Tianjin Airlines in 2018. Tianjin Airlines 
also operates Embraer’s Authorised Ser-
vice Centre in the region. Embraer has 
been leading the Chinese regional aviation 
industry with a market share around 80 
per cent of regional jet orders. To date, the 
company has logged orders of around 210 
commercial aircraft. Within emerging mar-
kets, China is among the biggest for manu-
facturers of regional jet makers. Embraer 
estimates that the airlines in China woulde 
require around 975 regional jet airliners in 
the 61- to 120-seat segment up to 2030. According to Paulo Cesar 
de Souza e Silva, President of Commercial Aviation, Embraer has a 
70 per cent market share for 100-seat jets in the country.

BrieF HistorY oF eMBraer
It was in the year 1969 that the Government of Brazil created a 
state-owned corporation in the regime of the aerospace indus-
try and named it Empresa Brasileira de Aeronáutica (Embraer). 
The company initially produced the Embraer EMB 110 Bandei-
rante, a turboprop passenger aircraft with a seating capacity of a 
maximum of 21 passengers. However, a large part of its range of 
products consisted of platforms for military use, the most popular 
of which was the Embraer EMB 312 Tucano, a turboprop basic 
trainer aircraft that was widely used internationally. Up to the 
year 1975, Embraer was dependant solely on the domestic mar-
ket. It was in 1985 that Embraer unveiled for the civil market, 
the EMB 120 Brasilia, a twin-turboprop commuter airliner with 
a seating capacity of 30 passengers. Designed and developed pri-
marily for the export market, this aircraft proved to be the compa-
ny’s first highly successful venture in the category of small airlin-
ers or more appropriately categorised as “regional airliner”. This 
aircraft was able to penetrate the market in the United States (US) 
with the first aircraft entering service with Atlantic South East 
Airlines of the US in October 1985. 

In the mid-1990s, the company shifted its focus from products 
for military aviation to the civil aviation domain and progressively 
forayed into the production of larger regional airliners, with seat-

ing capacity ranging between 70- to 110-seats. Meanwhile, at the 
end of 1994, the company was privatised, but the Government of 
Brazil continued to retain partial control as also veto power.

JoUrneY into reGional Jets
The beginning of Embraer’s journey into regional jet liners 
was marked by the inaugural flight in the year 1995 by its first 
aircraft in this category named as Embraer Regional Jet (ERJ) 
145 that had a seating capacity of 50 passengers. Two years 
later, the company embarked on a project to develop a 70-seat 
airliner called the ERJ 170. The aircraft was showcased at the 
Paris Air Show in June 1999. However, soon after that, Embraer 
decided to go in for a fresh design and renamed the new prod-
uct series as E-Jets. The first aircraft with the new identity was 
the E170 which was unveiled on October 29, 2001, and took 
to the skies on February 19, 2002. The E170 signified a major 
success for Embraer as this aircraft received certification by 
February 2004 from the regulatory authorities of not only Bra-
zil, but of the US and Europe as well. This enabled Embraer to 
access foreign markets across the globe.

The E-Jet family currently consists of the E170, E175, E190, 
and E195. The company also introduced a private version 
derived from the E190, known as the Lineage 1000. Size and 

capacity wise, the E-Jet family is classified 
into two groups namely the E170/175 and 
E190/195.

Embraer’s E-Jet family, launched in 
1999, has made its mark in the aviation 
landscape as Embraer is the only manu-
facturer to develop a modern family of four 
aircraft specifically targeted for the 70 to 
130-seat segment. Since entering revenue 
service in 2004, when the first aircraft 
was delivered to LOT Polish Airlines, the 
E-Jets family has received more than 1,800 
orders of which the company has already 
delivered 1,400 aircraft. Today, E-Jets are 

flying in the fleet of 70 customers in 50 countries and the demand 
across the world for Embraer regional jets is growing. The versa-
tile 70 to 130-seat family has flown more than one billion passen-
gers and flies with low-cost airlines as well as with regional and 
mainline carriers. The current “E” improvements are a bridge 
before the introduction of the E-Jet E2 family. The E2 consists 
of new E175, E190 and E195 models, and it will enter service in 
2018. Embraer expects this variant to deliver a double-digit fuel 
burn improvement. While the E2 is not a full redesign, a major 
enhancement has been fitment of the geared turbo-fan engines 
produced by Pratt & Whitney.

tHe FUtUre
Embraer forecasts a global requirement of 3,765 E2 family 
of airliners, the new series of regional jets, over the next two 
decades. As for the market in India for regional airliners from 
Embraer, given the thrust on regional aviation in the National 
Civil Aviation Policy unveiled last year and the newly launched 
Regional Connectivity Scheme also referred to as ‘UDAN’, to 
bring the facility of air travel at affordable cost to the masses, 
demand for regional airliners in India is expected to rise mani-
fold. Also, the effort by the Ministry of Civil Aviation to encourage 
operations on ‘Thin Long Routes’ to provide direct connectivity 
to destinations at long distances and without transiting through 
the six major hub airports, regional airliners from Embraer, par-
ticularly the latest from E2 family, become relevant for Indian 
carriers, both mainline and regional. SP
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The first engine delivery to Boeing took place in October 2015 and the first Boeing 737 
MAX 8 with a LEAP-1B engine flew on January 29, 2016

BY Group Captain a.K. SaChdev (retd)

S
Since the 1990s, AirbuS and Boeing have reigned over the 
large airliner market in a neck and neck race. In the narrow 
body, single-aisle market segment, the Airbus A320 family and 
Boeing’s 737 family, have ruled the roost in a closely and some-
times bitterly contested duopoly. Insubstantial improvements and 
enhancements have kept the race interesting from the point of 
view of the user airlines until, at the beginning of this millennium, 
it became apparent that a bigger leap was required to provide the 
narrow-body airliner with more substantial improvements. 

The space between narrow and wide-body airliners became 
a work sheet on which both contenders intensely worked to find 
solutions that would attract new customers. Both Airbus and 
Boeing decided that re-engining the existing Airbus A320 and 
Boeing 737 supplemented by some other design and material 
changes, could give a substantial fillip to cost effectiveness of 
the existing families; the Airbus A320neo and Boeing 737 MAX 
were the new versions. Airwaysnews.com, an aviation maga-
zine, hailed this initiative as the “Age of Incrementalism” char-Ph
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acterised by major original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) 
avoiding the massive investment and risk involved in develop-
ing clean sheet aircraft and favouring the safer option of re-
engining existing and proven models. This article deals with the 
Boeing 737 MAX family and Boeing’s power plant choice for the 
Boeing 737 MAX series, the CFM’s LEAP-1B power plant.

Background
CFM International, a 50-50 joint venture company between GE 
Aviation of the United States and Safran Aircraft Engines (for-
merly Snecma) of France started the LEAP (Leading Edge Avia-
tion Propulsion) programme in 2005 incorporating technologies 
that CFM developed as part of its LEAP56 technology acquisition 
programme. The engine was officially launched as LEAP-X on 
July 13, 2008, as an intended successor to the CFM56 family 
popular with contemporary narrow-body, single-aisle aircraft. 
The other contender for that segment is the Pratt & Whitney 
PW1000G engine. The LEAP family has three siblings: 1A which 
powers the Airbus A320neo and produces 24,500 to 35,000 lbs 
thrust, 1B for the Boeing 737 MAX family which produces 23,000 
to 28,000 lbs thrust and 1C for the Chinese COMAC C919 with 
27,890 to 30,000 lbs thrust. At the 2011 Dubai Air Show, CFM 
announced that Boeing had selected the LEAP-1B as the exclu-
sive power plant for the Boeing 737 MAX family. This was a set-
back for Pratt & Whitney which had been hoping to get an entry 
into the MAX programme as a peer to the CFM LEAP-1B just as it 
had done for the Airbus A320neo with the CFM LEAP-1A. Boeing 

has been steadfast since then in sticking to the LEAP-1B as the 
sole engine for all versions of the Boeing 737 MAX.

However, re-engining for the Boeing 737 MAX was not a 
simple engineering exercise. The Boeing 737 was designed in the 
1950s with the CFM 56 engine with a 61 inch fan diametre for 
the 737NG variants and the low airframe was very convenient 
for carrying out servicing activities thus facilitating short turn 
round time. The bigger size of the new engine was a challenge 
as the clearance constraint was just 83 inches which had been 
suitable for the CFM 56 family; but the LEAP engines were larger. 
The LEAP-1A, a more powerful variant than the LEAP-1B, had a 
fan diameter of 78 inches and so had to be ruled out. Even the 
LEAP-1B (the choice in 2011 was between 66 and 68 inches fan 
diametre for LEAP-1B) proved to be a daunting engineering prob-
lem and the undercarriage had to be lengthened to cater for the 
LEAP-1B as a 17-inch clearance was considered minimum from 
safety and operational considerations. In November 2011, Boeing 
selected the larger fan diametre of 68 inches, necessitating an 
eight inch longer nose landing gear. Major and costly modifica-
tions to the wing box housing were evaded by cantilevering the 
new engine up and forward which, in conjunction with the nose 
gear extension, sufficed to house the LEAP-1B. However, in May 
2012, it was decided to enlarge the fan diametre to 69.4 inches.

By mid-2013, a design freeze was announced and ground 
testing commenced in mid-2014 as a first step towards engine 
certification. The first engine start up was done on June 13, 
2014 and the first flight on a Boeing 747 flying test bed was 
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737 MAX 7 737 MAX 8 737 MAX 9 737 MAX 10

Seats (2-class) 138 – 153 162 – 178 178 – 193 188 – 204

Maximum seats 172 200 220 230

range nm (km) 3,825 (7,080) 3,515 (6,510) 3,515 (6,510)* 3,215 (5,960)*

Length 35.56 m (116 ft 8 in) 39.52 m (129 ft 8 in) 42.16 m (138 ft 4 in) 43.8 m (143 ft 8 in)

Wingspan 35.9 m (117 ft 10 in) 35.9 m (117 ft 10 in) 35.9 m (117 ft 10 in) 35.9 m (117 ft 10 in)

engine LeaP-1B from  
CfM international

LeaP-1B from  
CfM international

LeaP-1B from  
CfM international

LeaP-1B from  
CfM international

200 seats: 737-8-200 *one auxiliary tank *one auxiliary tank

Source: http://www.boeing.com/commercial/737max/
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carried out on April 29, 2015, at GE’s flight test centre in Cali-
fornia. The first engine delivery to Boeing took place in October 
2015 and the first Boeing 737 MAX (a MAX 8) with a LEAP-1B 
engine flew on January 29, 2016. The engine was granted a cer-
tification jointly by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) 
and the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) in May 2016, 
which paved the way for entry into commercial service. How-
ever, in May 2017, Boeing announced that, “CFM has notified us 
of a potential manufacturing quality escape with low pressure 
turbine (LPT) discs in LEAP-1B engines delivered to Boeing.” 
Flying was stopped for a few days and then recommenced on 
the unaffected engines. The first delivery was to Malindo Air 
and the Boeing MAX 8 entered service on May 22, 2017. Nor-
wegian Air International was the second airline to put a Boeing 
737 MAX into service, when it performed its first transatlantic 
flight with a Boeing 737 MAX 8 on July 15, 2017, between Edin-
burgh in Scotland and Hartford International Airport in the US. 
By this time it had been given Extended Range Twin-Engine 
Operations (ETOPS) clearance for 180 minute flights.

The MaX FaMily
The first member of the MAX family to fly was the Boeing 737 
MAX 8, but the family has three other ver-
sions (details in the table). It is offered in 
four lengths, the Boeing 737 MAX 7, MAX 8 
and MAX 9 replacing the Boeing 737-700, 
-800 and -900 of the 737 NextGen (or NG) 
family; a further stretched Boeing 737 MAX 
10 has also been launched as according to 
Boeing, the most cost-effective single-aisle 
airliner with 230 seats.

All versions are powered by the LEAP-
1B engine but their appearance is not in the 

digital order of their versions. The Boeing 737 MAX 8 was the first 
one to make its debut with a first flight in January 2016 and has 
entered commercial service while the Boeing 737 MAX 9 flew first 
in April 2017. The Boeing 737 MAX 7 is expected to enter service 
in 2019 and the Boeing 737 MAX 10 in 2020; both have been 
officially launched by Boeing. These are the four current versions 
according to the Boeing website, but in the past a Boeing 737 MAX 
200 (refer table, under MAX 8) was spoken of in conjunction with 
Ryanair and a Boeing 737-8ERX, a long range version of the Boe-
ing 737 MAX 8 was shown as a concept by Boeing in the past. 

conclusion
Last year, there were reports about Boeing considering the 
potential use of the larger LEAP-1A (fan diametre 78 inches) 
to re-engine a further stretch of the Boeing 737 MAX (with at 
least four more rows added) as an endeavour to provide yet 
another option to potential customers in competition to the Air-
bus A320neo family. This version was referred to by reports as 
Boeing 737 MAX 10. But now it is evident that the Boeing 737 
MAX 10 houses a LEAP-1B engine. While the increased thrust 
of the LEAP-1A would cater to the increased payload, fitting the 
LEAP-1A would be a challenge as the modifications carried out 

for housing the LEAP-1B are inadequate 
to accommodate the LEAP-1A on account 
of its larger size. Not much has been 
heard after that of a MAX version with 
LEAP-1A, possibly due to Boeing consid-
ering a ‘Middle of the Market’ new design 
to fill the gap between narrow and wide-
body aircraft currently flying around the 
world. Meanwhile, the LEAP-1B continues 
to enjoy the status of the only engine to 
power the Boeing 737 MAX family. SP
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Embraer believes that working together with multiple stakeholders 
and tackling environmental matters with an innovative approach is 
the only way forward to build a better and sustainable future for the 
next generations

BY Mariana Luz

Building A 
Sustainable 
Future
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A
Air connectivity, especiAlly in Asia-Pacific, has grown 
exponentially over the years and with that, the growing empha-
sis on sustainability and the environment. Building a sustain-
able future is one of Embraer’s core values. As a company that 
has, over its 48-year history, delivered more than 8,000 aircraft, 
Embraer takes into account the full impact of the development of 
new product based on each stage of the product’s life cycle. The 
Integrated Development of Environmentally Sustainable Prod-
ucts (DIPAS) programme embeds design for the environment 
practices into Embraer aircrafts’ entire lifecycle, to improve 
environmental performance and minimise environmental harm.

Embraer’s long-standing commitment to the environment 
and sustainability has seen the company listed on the Dow Jones 
Sustainability Index (DJSI), where the company has been listed 
for the eighth consecutive year (DJSI World Universe 2017/2018). 
Based on the analysis of several sustainability metrics, the DJSI 
lists companies that stand out for their economic, social and envi-
ronmental performance. Embraer’s overall score was worth the 
second place in the aerospace and defence segment. 

Here are some concrete examples of Embraer’s emphasis 
on sustainability and the environment.

The World’s FirsT eThanol-Fuelled aircraFT
Back in 2004, Embraer became the first manufacturer in the 
world to produce an aircraft entirely fuelled by ethanol when 
the crop duster Ipanema, an agricultural aircraft, took to the air 
in October of that year. Since then, the Company has continued 
its efforts in reducing the use of fossil fuels and in recent years 
has partnered with others to foster the development of biofuels.

FirsT FlighT TesTs WiTh Bio-Kerosene
The first flight tests with bio-kerosene 
at Embraer were held in August 2011 
in cooperation with GE. The compa-
nies conducted a series of experimental 
flights with an E170 jet to evaluate the 
operational characteristics of the aircraft 
and engine using a bio-kerosene derived 
from camelina plants, produced through 
the HEFA (Esters of Fatty Acids Hydro-
processed) process. This was the first 
renewable kerosene approved for use in 
commercial aviation.

Embraer also partnered with Azul 
Brazilian Airlines, Amyris, Inc and GE in 
demonstration flight using an innovative, 
renewable jet fuel produced from Brazil-
ian sugarcane. Heading to Rio de Janeiro 
Santos Dumont Airport, the Embraer 
E195 jet operated by Azul departed from 
Campinas Viracopos Airport and flew 
over Rio as part of the UN Conference for Sustainable Develop-
ment (Rio+20) on 2012.

The iTaKa ProjecT on KlM’s coMMercial FlighTs
In 2016, Embraer participated in the Initiative Towards Sus-
tainable Kerosene for Aviation (ITAKA) project with KLM. This 
was the first initiative by Embraer in collaboration with an air-
line to test the use of aviation biofuels on regular flights.

80 biofuel flights from Oslo to Amsterdam operated with 
KLM’s E190 over a six-week period. During these flights, 
Embraer took measurements to gauge the efficiency of biofuel 
in comparison with kerosene.

In fact, KLM has been increasing its fleet of E-Jets in line 

with the airline’s aim to further reduce CO2 emissions. The E175 
and E190s are significantly more fuel-efficient in comparison 
with the airlines’ ageing Fokker aircraft, thus fulfilling KLM’s 
aim to be more environmentally friendly. 

enhancing The Fuel eFFiciency oF 
our aircraFT – The e-jeTs e2
For the E-Jets E2, Embraer invested on 
state-of-the-art engines, which, combined 
with new aerodynamically advanced 
wings, full fly-by-wire flight controls and 
improvements to other systems, will 
deliver significant reductions in fuel burn, 
emissions and external noise. The E2s, 
Embraer’s second generation of E-Jets, 
will have up to 24 per cent reductions in 
fuel consumption and emissions. Prior to 
that, in 2014, Embraer presented its E175 
featuring a range of aerodynamic improve-
ments that reduced fuel burn 6.4 per cent 
compared to the original version.

Brazil has been in the forefront of bio-
fuel development and now has almost 
100 per cent of its automobiles and trucks 

running also with bio-fuel – either pure or mixed with gas or die-
sel oil. With such expertise, it is only natural for Embraer to play 
a relevant role also on biofuels for aviation.

Finally, since 2012, Embraer has been a signatory party of 
the aerospace industry’s sustainability commitment that estab-
lishes two of the industry’s key goals: carbon neutral growth by 
2020 and a 50 per cent reduction in net aviation CO2 emissions 
by 2050, considering 2005 levels. Working together with multiple 
stakeholders and tackling environmental matters with an inno-
vative approach is the only way forward to build a better and 
sustainable future for the next generations. SP

The writer is Embraer’s Global Head of Sustainability and CSR

Brazil now has almost 100 per cent of its 
automoBiles and trucks running also with Bio-
fuel – either pure or mixed with gas or diesel 
oil. with such expertise, it is only natural that 
the country plays a key role in developing Bio-
fuels for aviation.
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Back in 2004, EmBraEr 
BEcamE thE first 

manufacturEr in thE 
world to producE 

an aircraft EntirEly 
fuEllEd By Ethanol 

whEn thE crop dustEr 
ipanEma, an agricultural 
aircraft, took to thE air 
in octoBEr of that yEar  
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bizav 
& 

Nation’s 
Economy

Business aviation and civil aviation have immense potential not only to grow as an 
industry, but to contribute significantly to the economy and in turn to national growth

BY Group Captain a.K. SaChdev (retd)

business aviation is the catalyst towards 
nation’s economic growth
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T
The IndIan cIvIl avIaTIon industry is indulged frequently 
by projections placing it at the third largest over the next few 
years. The latest report on the subject is by the Centre for Asia 
Pacific Aviation (CAPA) that predicts the date for that happening 
as 2027. Orders for aircraft by airlines are burgeoning, there is 
a month to month growth in passenger figures and, the right 
noises are being made about infrastructure development espe-
cially airports. While skeptics are not too optimistic about the 
projections being made and feel that the Indian civil aviation 
market may plateau out soon, it must be pointed out that these 
projections relate to scheduled airline statistics. 

Business aviation, on the other hand, is subjected to several 
constraining regulatory and infrastructural problems that tend 
to smother its growth. Successive governments have appeared 
to view business aviation as a luxury and have ignored its 
potential as a contributor to national economy. There have 
been several analytical studies carried out internationally to 
correlate benefits of business aviation with national economy. 
Sadly, Indian establishment appears blinkered against any such 
endeavour despite calls from the industry as well as Business 
Aircraft Operators’ Association (BAOA), a body struggling to get 
its voice heard by the government.

WHAT IS BUSINESS AVIATION?
The International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) uses the ter-
minology of ‘General Aviation’ which includes all civil aircraft 
that are not operated by commercial aviation or for aerial opera-
tions that are specific tasks such as crop spraying. ICAO glossary 
does not feature the term ‘Business Aviation’. In 1998, the Inter-
national Business Aviation Council (IBAC), an International Non-
Governmental Organization (INGO) with a permanent observer 
status with ICAO, adopted the definition of business aviation as 
“That sector of aviation which concerns the operation or use of 
aircraft by companies for the carriage of passengers or goods as 
an aid to the conduct of their business, flown for purposes gen-
erally considered not for public hire and piloted by individuals 
having, at the minimum, a valid commercial pilot licence with 
an instrument rating.” IBAC further subdivides business aviation 
into commercial, corporate, owner-operated and fractional own-
ership. As can be seen from the above, internationally, business 
aviation is seen as a sub-set of general aviation.

India adheres to the ICAO terminology for General Aviation 
and defines it as an aircraft operation other than a commercial 
air transport operation or an aerial work operation. Civil Avia-
tion Requirements (CAR) SECTION 8 – AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS, 
Series ‘O’ Part III dated July 24, 2017 on ‘Operation of General 
Aviation Aeroplanes’ is “applicable to Indian registered aircraft 
engaged in general aviation which include those certified in pri-
vate or passenger category for state governments, corporate busi-
ness houses, individual owners or when such aeroplanes are not 
engaged in commercial air transport operations and aerial work”. 
The term business aviation is absent from the CAR; but it can 
be surmised that in India, it means aircraft owned by individual 
businessmen or business houses. India is unique inasmuch as 
it has a term Non-Scheduled to describe commercial passenger 
operations which corresponds to IBAC’s commercial business 
aviation. These include charter operations where a whole aircraft 
is hired. For this discussion, government-owned aircraft can also 
be included as they are non-commercial and contribute to the 
efficiency of the government they belong to.

In 2007, an inordinately high rate of import duty of around 
21 per cent on business aircraft was introduced while the 
import duty on aircraft intended for commercial purposes was 
kept at the erstwhile low rate of around three per cent. Expect-

edly, there was a rush by some business houses to apply for an 
operator permit so that they could avoid paying the exorbitant 
import duty. Thus, some of the aircraft held on commercial per-
mits, are actually being used mainly for the business purposes 
of the principal owner company. The term business aircraft is 
thus used here to include general and business aviation.

NO PLANE NO GAIN
North America has a healthy business aviation industry which 
is on an ascendant path and has grown by 34 per cent over the 
last five years. The National Business Aviation Association (NBAA) 
and the General Aviation Manufacturers’ Association (GAMA) 
have jointly launched an undertaking called “No Plane No Gain” 
designed to make the general public and of course, the govern-
ment, more aware about the importance of business aviation to 
US and its communities, companies and citizens. Every alternate 
year, NBAA carries out studies relating the use of business aircraft 

to the performance of the companies they serve. The latest study 
entitled Business Aviation and Top Performing Companies 2017 
(S&P 500 Companies: Using Business Aircraft to Create Enter-
prise Value) and executed by NEXA Advisors uses facts and evi-
dence to reach the conclusion that “business aviation contributes 
meaningfully to a company’s enterprise value and continues to 
be a powerful tool of the best-managed companies in America”. 
The Standard & Poor’s 500 Index (S&P 500) is widely regarded 
as the best single gauge of large-cap US equities and includes 
500 leading companies and captures approximately 80 per cent 
coverage of available market capitalisation. The study examined 
the financial performance of the S&P 500 companies between 
2013 and 2017 and found that, when sorted into “Users” versus 
“Non-Users,” those companies deploying aircraft to support their 
missions out-performed those that did not in several metrics. 
The most important measure of impact is a company’s enter-
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prise value, by both share amount and share appreciation. In this 
respect, Users outperformed Non-Users by about 70 per cent over 
the study period and the study concludes that business aircraft 
leverage key employee productivity, accelerate transactional clos-
ings and boost customer interaction. The study finally concludes 
that business aviation delivers extraordinary value for America’s 
top performing companies and contributes across the board, in 
both financial and non-financial measures. The full report can be 
accessed at https://www.nbaa.org/business-aviation/nexa-busi-
ness-aviation-and-top-performing-companies-2017.pdf.

INDIAN BUSINESS AVIATION
BAOA formed through the amalgamation of Business Aviation 
Association of India (BAAI) and Indraprastha Aircraft Aviation 
Association (IAAA), has been rendering yeoman service to the 
business aviation sector. One of its most significant endeavours 
has been to convince the establishment that a business air-

craft is not just a status symbol, but a substantial contributor 
to the national economy. BAOA has indeed made some progress 
towards softening the official posture towards business avia-
tion. However, there does not seem to be any sign of immediate 
relief to the problems faced by this important segment of the 
Indian civil aviation industry.

Despite the number of aircraft in the business aviation cat-
egory being far larger than that held by scheduled airlines, busi-
ness aviation continues to be afflicted by several long-standing 
ailments. The regulatory framework is focussed primarily on 
scheduled operations and, in 2014, a committee was formed 
by the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) to customise 
regulations for business aviation; but the task is yet to be com-
pleted to the satisfaction of the industry. Some of the regulations 
are so voluminous as to lose practicality of use for reference by 
the users who are small in size and can barely afford subsistence 

level staff. Maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) facilities for 
most of the business aircraft flying in India are minimal and 
major servicing is mostly carried out abroad at huge costs of time 
and money. Metros are openly hostile to business aircraft as they 
have limited space for parking of aircraft. The Chhatrapati Shiv-
aji International Airport at Mumbai even has a daily curfew tim-
ing for business aircraft operations. The industry’s long-standing 
demand for reduction in import duty for business aircraft is also 
pending for action although there is some pessimism about its 
being agreed to. Royalty charges at airports for MRO/FBO, etc are 
oppressively high and generally exist in monopolistic or duopo-
listic states, leaving business aircraft operators with no happy 
choice. Rotary-wing operations are possibly the worst sufferers 
as their cost of operations is high and the overheads make it 
more difficult for them to survive. The list goes on and on.

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The gap between business aircraft travel and business class 
airline travel is attempted to be bridged by some enterprising 
airlines; but the inherent advantages of owning and operating 
business aircraft are so self evident that purely financial con-
siderations may not sway business houses and owners from 
business aircraft. However, some of the traditional advantages 
of possessing a business aircraft elsewhere in the world, are 
either absent or horribly stunted in India due to the regulatory 
mechanism and policies which straitjacket business aviation.

There is no doubt about the possible contribution of business 
aviation to the nation’s economy. According to Mark D Martin, 
founder and Chief Executive Officer of Martin Consulting LLC, who 
was commissioned by BAOA to carry out a study on business avia-
tion in India last year, “What emerges from this report is a power-
ful message. That message is business aviation is the catalyst India 
needs to grow and attain its regional and global supremacy.” 

Business aviation entities have long decried the apathy of the 
Ministry of Civil Aviation (MoCA). There is no doubt that business 
aviation and indeed, civil aviation as a whole, have immense 
potential not only to grow as an industry, but to contribute sig-
nificantly to the economy and in turn to national growth. How-
ever, the MoCA does not appear to consider itself as a stakeholder 
in this domain. Business aviation has a very small leisure travel 
component which is incidental to meeting the main demands of 
commerce and is predominantly used by business leaders, own-
ers and executives whose air mobility is essential to efficient func-
tioning of their business ventures. Considering it as a luxury is 
a travesty that the establishment needs to be disabused of. It is 
high time this change of perception took place and is reflected in 
policies and practices so that business aviation can supplement 
all other endeavours by the nation to achieve economic properity. 
Endeavours of the BAOA have so far not met with the success they 
deserve; but one hopes that its unflagging campaign to get busi-
ness aviation the attention and regulatory framework it deserves, 
will bring results in the years to come. 

However, what could really make a difference is an inde-
pendent, professional study commissioned by MoCA to analyse 
whether business aviation can make a contribution or not to 
the economy and national growth. The model used in the NBAA 
report can be emulated or similar studies used as templates to 
locate the study in India and focus on Indian conditions. There 
is an ample number of consultancies in India who could do jus-
tice to this task in an impersonal manner. Undoubtedly such a 
study would throw up the benefits of business aviation and illu-
minate the path forward. All that would then remain to be seen 
is whether India is ready to nurture business aviation or let it 
stagnate in its present state. SP

india can achieve big if business 
aviation industry in the country, 

receives its due recognition
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A
Airworthiness is the Ability of an aircraft or other 
airborne equipment or system to be operated in flight and 
on the ground without significant hazard to aircrew, ground 
crew, passengers or to third parties; it is a technical attribute 
of materiel throughout its lifecycle.” Airworthiness has a num-
ber of aspects which relate to the legal and physical state of 
an aircraft. According to the Federal Aviation Authority (FAA) 
of the US, the term Airworthy means “When an aircraft or one 
of its component parts 
meets its type design 
and is in a condition 
for safe operation.

Role of 
StakeholdeRS
The flight safety 
responsibilities are 
shared among the 
government, manufac-
turer and the operator. 
The government is to 
lay down airworthi-
ness standards and 
create a safe environ-
ment while the manu-
facturer has to ensure 
safe aircraft design 
and manufactured in 
conformity with it. The 
operator is the spear-
head who ensures that 
the aircraft is oper-
ated and maintained 
in conformity with the 
regulatory provisions and standards set by the original equip-
ment manufacturer (OEM). Conformity is important in ensuring 
that the parts are built in accordance with cleared engineering 
drawings and specifications.

Civil and military airworthiness achieve the same objec-
tives and are no different in their conformity and compliance. 

However, the civil certification has a pan-world scope which 
are enshrined in the International Civil Aviation Organisation 
(ICAO) conventions to promote common rules and collaboration 
amongst nations. Every country has its own regulatory author-
ity, although many countries rely on FAA regulations through 
bilateral agreements. Military airworthiness on the other 
hand, is within the purview of the nation and the concerned 
organisation is responsible for the military safety aspects. The 

ICAO excludes the mil-
itary aircraft from its 
convention, but does 
not prohibit collabora-
tion between the civil 
and military airwor-
thiness agencies.

‘Make in india’ and 
afteR
With the ‘Make in 
India’ aviation proj-
ects and a number of 
joint ventures being 
established in both the 
civil and military avia-
tion sector, how the 
certification suitable 
to the Indian environ-
ment and self-reliance 
are achieved, are 
issues for delibera-
tions. The joint civil-
military projects such 
as the development of 
regional transport air-

craft, calls for a hard look into the certification mechanisms. 
If we are to break away from the shackles of OEM-dominated 
regulations in the production of aviation assets and support 
them, then our regulatory agencies both in civil and military 
need to review of the existing edifice of airworthiness and cer-
tification in India.

AIRWORTHINESS 
&

 CERTIFICATION
With self-sufficiency in its air assets as the aim, it is important that civil and military 

collaboration in India be the mantra for their optimum utilisation and financial prudence

By Air MArshAl sukhchAin singh (retd)
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The Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) is the civil 
aviation regulator in India which conforms to the global regula-
tions set by ICAO. The DGCA has defined regulations which are 
in sync with the Federal Aviation Authority (FAA)/Civil Aviation 
Authority (CAA) of UK/European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA). 
The civil aviation operator must conform to the OEM-specified 
operation and maintenance procedures that are ratified by 
DGCA and if required limitations imposed based of local condi-
tions. The operator has a leeway to undertake general mainte-
nance practices that may not be specified by the OEM.

Military certification is mandated by Centre for Military Air-
worthiness and Certification (CEMILAC). The bible document 
is the Procedure for Design, Development, Production of Mili-
tary Aircraft and Airborne Systems (DDPMAS-2002) which lays 
down the procedure for interaction and coordination between 
various development agencies, manufacturer and testing estab-
lishments. It has no certification procedural documents such as 
Civil Aviation Requirements (CAR 21) FAA order 8110.46, etc. 
DDPMAS does not define the procedure, responsibilities and 
delegated authorities vested on approved design and produc-
tion houses. It also does not certify civil aircraft for military 
use in India. In the strategic partnership model for ‘Make in 
India’ where the OEM will tie up with 
an Indian aviation industry partner, sev-
eral MSMEs will be in the chain of pro-
duction, the necessity to include these 
issues in DDPMAS become relevant.

The role of Directorate General of 
Aeronautical Quality Assurance (DGAQA) 
is to ensure that once the Type Certifi-
cate for the aircraft/system/component/
assembly has been issued by CEMILAC, 
the bulk production by the industry is 
conforming to the engineering specifica-
tions and drawings. With the OEMs fol-
lowing their own laid out quality checks 
for conformance, the industry needs to 
be clear and the role of DGAQA made to 
ensure that the control rests with Indian 
regulator albeit with strict adherence to 
global standards. If this is not done, the 
‘Make in India’ will be merely product 
churning agencies dictated by the stan-
dards of OEM. We need to take control 
fully and be accountable for our regula-
tory actions. These issues need deliberations during the pre-
contract stage for bringing in independence and accountability 
of the Indian industry and that of regulators DGCA in civil avia-
tion or CEMILAC and DGAQA in military aviation.

SyneRgy Between Civil and MilitaRy doMainS
Indian military inductions and civil fleet are growing at a sig-
nificant rate. With self-sufficiency in its air assets as the aim, it 
is important that civil and military collaboration be the mantra 
for their optimum utilisation and financial prudence. The fol-
lowing areas of collaboration of civil and military airworthiness 
are considered important:
•	 Development	of	military	transport	aircraft	and	helicoptrers;
•	 Military	derivative	of	civil	aircraft	type;
•	 Propellers	and	aero-engines	used	on	both	types;
•	 Equipment	common	to	both	civil	and	military	aircraft;.
•	 Dual	role	aircraft	employed	in	civil	and	military	aviation;
•	 UAV/RPA	where	the	airworthiness	rules	are	in	early	stages	

of development in both civil and military domains.

The DGCA has issued draft guidelines for obtaining 
Unique	 Identification	 Number	 and	 operation	 of	 civil	 UAVs,	
whereas	 none	 exist	 for	military	 UAVs	 by	 CEMILAC.	There-
fore, it is the right time to develop joint regulatory mecha-
nisms by CEMILAC and DGCA to ensure conformity compli-
ance in their production by the Indian industry. The military 
UAVs	 are	 technically	 superior	 and	 few	 rules	 exist	 for	 their	
airworthiness, but still a lot needs to be done. In the civil 
domain, market growth is expected to be spectacular, even 
becoming explosive. Many sizes (micro, small, medium and 
large), different types (fixed wing and rotary) and operational 
purpose (civil, military or dual use) will claim a market por-
tion. Many of these will claim the controlled airspace which 
will pose significant challenges for their operation and safety 
systems on board for consideration by the industry and 
 regulatory authorities. Thus it makes no sense considering 
the airworthiness and certification dealings separately for 
civil and military. A new collaborative scenario thus emerges 
as a necessity.

Civil and military airworthiness certification by DGCA and 
CEMILAC have clear demarcations although they share the 
same objectives. There is a need to constitute a joint team by 

these agencies to look at a joint docu-
ment for areas of common interest in the 
‘Make in India’ context. 

CEMILAC needs to be accountable 
to ensure taking over the regulatory 
mechanism in the Strategic Partner 
model jointly with OEM and the latter 
completely under its own fold. How to 
achieve this needs a fuller discussion by 
the concerned stakeholders.

A strong legalised role of DGAQA is 
necessary for ensuring conformity by 
the Indian industry in bulk production of 
aviation assets to meet the global stan-
dards and certification. The industry can 
play a catalytic role in the process.

Several European nations have 
worked together to simplify and have 
harmonised their national military air-
worthiness systems. These initiatives 
by the European Defence Agency have 
produced European Military Airworthi-
ness Regulations (EMARs) which are 

mainly based on European civil airworthiness systems and are 
under implementation. In USA, the FAA and the Department of 
Defence (DoD) have a collaboration agreement that allowed the 
creation of FAA Military Certification Office which is being suc-
cessfully used for the civil derivative of military aircraft.

the final woRd
In the absence of an internationally recognised regulatory 
framework on collaboration of military aviation matters, con-
trol can only be exercised by the involved nations generally on a 
case-to-case basis on specific projects. Significant amount of dis-
cussions on establishing the airworthiness criteria are required 
for every project. Thus, on the industry side, it becomes difficult 
to standardise practices, processes and procedures. The result 
is extra cost in terms of time and money. India is on the verge 
of change in the production of military aircraft and in the MRO 
segment of the civil aviation industry. The role of joint regula-
tory mechanism of civil-military airworthiness and certification 
therefore, requires a fresh look. SP

“RegulatoRy non-
compliance and being 

unsafe aRe two diffeRent 
things.” 

— heRb d KelleheR, 
executive chaiRman of 

southwest aiRlines, 
immediately befoRe a 

house tRanspoRtation and 
infRastRuctuRe committee 

heaRing on faa safety 
enfoRcement
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With the release of RFI for Sea Guardian UAS, India and the United States have initiated 

business dealing for the very first item listed under the MTCR list

Sea Guardians  
for india

GivinG a major fillip to Indo-US defence cooperation, 
India has begun the process to procure remotely piloted Preda-
tor ‘B’ Sea Guardian from the United States (US). During Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi’s visit to the US in June 2017, an offer 
to sell the Predator B was made to India. 

On December 20, 2017, the Minister of State for Defence, 
Subhash Bhamre, in response to a question in Lok Sabha, 
stated, “Request for Information (RFI) for Predator ‘B’ Sea 
Guardian was issued to the US Office of Defence Cooperation on 
November 14, 2017 and response is awaited.” Procurement of 
Sea Guardian is progressed under Buy (Global) category and no 
transfer of technology is envisaged. 

In the joint statement released during the visit of Prime Min-
ister Narendra Modi to US, the two sides said, “US has offered 
for India’s consideration, the sale of Sea Guardian Unmanned 
Aerial Systems (UAS), which would enhance India’s capabilities 
and promote shared security interests.”

Recognising India as a ‘Major Defense Partner’, the state-
ment said, “The US and India look forward to working together 
on advanced defense equipment and technology at a level com-
mensurate with that of the closest allies and partners of the US.”

With its payload capacity of over 1,700 kg, the Sea Guardian 
UAS falls under category 1A of the Missile Technology Control 
Regime (MTCR). Last year India became its 35th member which 
allows the nation to engage in trade of missiles and drones 
with range more than 300 km. As per media reports, India is 
expected to spend $2 billion for 22 of these birds. 

The Sea Guardian uaS 
As reported earlier in the July 2017 edition of SP’s Aviation, 
the Sea Guardian UAS manufactured by General Atomics Aero-
nautical Systems of the US is the naval variant of the Preda-
tor B drone which is now known more appropriately by the 

name MQ-9 Reaper. This is a long-endurance, high-altitude 
platform that can be employed in armed patrol role. It was 
the first hunter-killer unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) that was 
employed operationally by the US Air Force for the first time as 
early as in March 2007.

This unmanned platform has also been in service with the 
armed forces of Australia, Britain, Netherlands and Italy. In com-
parison with its predecessor, the MQ-1 Predator, the MQ-9 Reaper 
is larger and more powerful as it is equipped by a 900 horse-
power Honeywell TPE 331-10 turboprop engine, as against the 
119 horsepower engine on the MQ-1 Predator. Also, the MQ-9 
Reaper is capable of flying at an altitude of up to 50,000 feet and 
can cruise at nearly three times the speed of the MQ-1 Predator.

The engine of the Sea Guardian UAS is integrated with Digital 
Electronic Engine Control (DEEC) that enhances the performance 
of the power plant and provides it the capability to prevent waste-
ful consumption of fuel when operating at lower altitudes.

To increase its surveillance capabilities, India is on a shop-
ping spree for UAVs and in last two decades, has purchased 
Searcher Mk I and II as also the Heron from Israel Aerospace 
Industries (IAI). The Indian Navy has been operating UAVs since 
2006. In 2015, Israel agreed to sell ten Heron TP armed drones 
for $400 million to India. Things have not moved since. There 
were talks of the deal getting final shape during Prime Minister 
Modi’s visit to Israel in July 2017.

In November last year, the Defence Acquisition Council 
cleared the proposal to buy 598 mini UAVs, under ‘Buy India’ 
category of the DPP, for over `1,000 crore. India is also looking 
for around 100 armed Predator C Avenger unmanned aircraft 
for the Indian Air Force but it seems this is not cutting much ice 
with US administration. SP
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Technology 
Trajectory

India’s present holdings of UAVs are extremely low and there is a need for induction in 
large numbers to meet the requirements for the future

BY Air MArshAl sukhchAin singh (retd)

northrop grumman’s 
X-47B uCas
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U
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are complex aerial vehicle 
systems which include ground stations, satellite connectivity, 
sometimes on-board weapons and other components. Militarily 
these systems are gaining tremendous importance, as they can 
conduct precision strikes on distant targets without collateral 
damage. While in the previous decades military UAVs were very 
simple pieces of equipment, the technology has advanced rap-
idly. They are now used all over the world and is a multi-billion-
dollar industry. According to the Teal Group, current worldwide 
military UAV production stands at around $2.8 billion, projected 
to grow to $9.4 billion by 2025.

ClassifiCation of UaVs
The classification of UAVs is best enumerated by that followed 
in the US Armed Forces. They follow a tier system and are sepa-
rate for the US Air Force, Marine Corps and the US Army. The 
US Air Force tier commences with the Small/Micro UAV filled 
by the Batmav (Wasp Block III). Tier-I consists of low altitude 
Long Endurance represented by the Gnat 750. Tier-II consists 
of Medium Altitude, Long Endurance (MALE) which currently 
has MQ-1 Predator and MQ-9 Reaper. Tier-II+ has High Altitude, 
Long Endurance (HALE) UAV. These UAVs have an altitude ceil-
ing of 60 to 65,000 ft, airspeed of 560 kmph, radius of 6,000 
km and endurance of 48 hours. The role 
of this type of UAV is currently filled by 
the RQ-4 Global Hawk. Tier-III is a high 
altitude, long endurance low observable 
UAV. The parameters are similar to the 
Tier-II+ aircraft. RQ-170 Sentinel is in 
this class of UAVs. The characteristics of 
the Marine Corps tiers are similar except 
for the specific UAV. With regard to the 
Micro UAV, Wasp III fills the role. Tier-I 
filled by RQ–11B Raven B. Tier-II consists 
of Scan Eagle and RQ-2 Pioneer. Tier-III 

Pioneer and Shadow. The US Army which has also inducted 
UAVs follows a pattern similar to that of the US Marines. Most 
of the UAVs of the Indian armed forces were procured from 
IAI. The Indian Army initially obtained the Searcher Mark I, 
followed by the Searcher Mark II which could operate at an 
altitude of 15,000 ft and finally the Heron, which could operate 
at an altitude of 30,000 ft. The Indian Air Force (IAF) acquired 
the Searcher Mark II and Heron UAVs. The Indian Navy also 
acquired the Heron UAVs which suited its long range maritime 
requirements. The IAF has also acquired the Harop, which is 
more like an unmanned combat aerial vehicle (UCAV).

Unmanned Platforms GaininG GroUnd
One important aspect to keep in mind about military technol-
ogy development is that almost all countries have top secret 
programmes. While it is possible to get a good sense of where 
things stand based on data in the public domain, the picture 
will always be incomplete. India’s present holdings of UAVs 
are extremely low and there is a need for induction in large 
numbers to meet the requirements for the future.

There is serious thinking in the Royal Air Force (RAF) of 
the UK that 30 per cent of the present strength of fighter air-
craft should be replaced by UCAVs. The US Navy already has 

plans for deploying the Northrop Grum-
man X-47B unmanned combat air sys-
tem which was test flown at the Edwards 
Air Force Base in California. According 
to a Northrop Grumman statement, the 
programme will demonstrate the first 
ever carrier launch and recovery by an 
autonomous unmanned aircraft with a 
low observable platform. They would also 
undertake autonomous aerial refuelling. 
This indicates the direction the world is 
heading with regard to UAVs and UCAVs. 

AmericA is A leAder in 
the use of Armed drones, 

but it Also uses A wide 
rAnge of uAVs, from the 
mAssiVe to the tiny, for 

surVeillAnce
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What one Predator drone pilot described of his experience fighting in the Iraq war while never leaving Nevada: 
‘You’re going to war for 12 hours, shooting weapons at targets, directing kills on enemy combatants. Then you 
get in the car and you drive home and within 20 minutes you’re sitting at the dinner table talking to your kids 

about their homework.’
—P.W. Singer, American political scientist, an international relations scholar and  

a preeminent specialist on  21st century warfare
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Further, India has to note that China has already featured its 
Chang Hong-3 UCAV platforms in various defence exhibitions in 
recent years. Considering China’s developments in this field, the 
day is not far when Pakistan will receive these Chinese aerial 
systems. The Indian armed forces have to judiciously examine 
their future requirements of UAVs. While the requirements may 
be clear, what is of importance is the roadmap for their pro-
curement and development of UAVs in India.

the india sCenario
The various projects on UAVs by DRDO are in progress. Abhyas 
is a high-speed expendable aerial target (HEAT) being built by 
the Aeronautical Development Establishment (ADE) of DRDO 
for the Indian armed forces. HEAT offers a realist threat sce-
nario for practice of weapon systems. Lakshya is a Pilotless 
Target Aircraft (PTA) and is a reusable aerial target system. 
Nishant is a UAV also developed by ADE which is primarily 
designed for intelligence gathering, reconnaissance, training, 
surveillance, target designation, artillery fire correction, dam-
age assessment, ELINT and SIGINT. Nishant is one of the few 
UAVs in the world in its weight-class capable of being catapult-
launched and recovered by using parachute, thus eliminating 
the need for a runway as in case of conventional take-off and 
landing with wheels.

AURA is a long range, autonomous UCAV being developed 
for the IAF and the Indian Navy. The ADA describes the AURA as 
a “Self-Defending high-speed reconnaissance UAV with weapon 
capability”. The AURA properties of ‘stealth’ which makes it 
almost undetectable by radar. Unlike other UCAVs armed only 
with missiles, the AURA will be capable of releasing missiles, 
bombs and precision-guided munitions. It 
will act as the ultimate ‘force-multiplier’ 
and ‘game changer’ in any battle scenario 
of the future. The AURA programme is also 
meant to complement other programmes 
to provide the IAF with the best techni-
cally advanced UCAV which will form the 
backbone of the IAF in the next decade. It 
is also known as Indian unmanned strike 
aerial vehicles (IUSAV).

The Tactical Air-Borne Platform for 
Surveillance-Beyond Horizon 201 (Tapas-
BH 201) which was known as Rustom-

II, is being developed by DRDO and has completed its maiden 
flight. This will be followed by development of nine more pro-
totypes for testing after which the certification process will 
begin. It is also expected that most of the basic technological 
requirements for developing the UAV/UCAV will be tested on 
Rustom and Tapas programmes first before implementation on 
the AURA project. The DRDO is going to use the Kaveri engine 
to power this unmanned vehicle. DRDO also clarified that unlike 
all the previous branding, Rustom-II won’t be a combat UAV 
and that it is only being developed for surveillance. The `1,500 
crore project is being tested at a time the armed forces plan to 
increase their UAV/drone platforms, including those with com-
bat abilities.

The DRDO Netra, a UAV for surveillance and reconnaissance 
operations, has been jointly developed by DRDO and ideaForge, a 
Mumbai-based private firm. Netra can be launched from a small 
clearing and it can fly up to a distance of 2.5 km from its take-
off point. The operational altitude of the UAV is 200 m. With an 
on-board wireless transmitter, it can carry out surveillance in an 
area of 1.5 km Line of Sight (LOS) at the height of 300 m, for 30 
minutes on a single battery charge. IdeaForge is also working on 
a more advanced version of Netra which will have an increased 
flight time from the present 30 minutes per battery charge.

Us – the Global leader
The US is by far the largest researcher, producer and user of 
military drones. It will account for 77 per cent of total world-
wide military research, development, test & evaluation (RDT&E) 
spending on UAVs in the coming decade and just over half of 
all military procurement. The most recent US military budget 

request called for $2.4 billion to be spent 
on research, upgrades and procurement 
of unmanned aerial systems. The single 
biggest expenditure is $1.2 billion for 
the MQ-9 Reaper, the primary offensive 
strike drone for the US military. The MQ-9 
Reaper is built by General Atomics Aero-
nautical Systems and the latest in their 
line of the Predator-series. This drone 
has a top speed of 240 knots, maximum 
altitude of 50,000 ft, can carry a 3,750 lb 
payload and can operate for 27 hours. It is 
equipped with advanced infrared sensors, 

the priVAte sector could 
be encourAged for 

pArticipAtion in their 
mAnufActure As well As 
reseArch in the regime 

of unmAnned AeriAl 
Vehicles
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Amazing 
Break Throughs 

drone – both fish and bird
drones or unmanned aerial vehicles 
(uaVs) are supposed to be different 
from unmanned underwater vehicles 
(uuVs), but rutgers university has 
come up with a drone that flies like 
bird and swims like fish. in 2015, 
office of naval research, us navy, 
after seeing a demonstration from 
the department of mechanical and 
aerospace engineering, immediately 
sanctioned $6,18,000 to develop 
a ‘air-and-water craft’– equally good 
at flying and navigating under water. 
armed with four pairs of rotor blades 
that can operate independently, to 
tilt the drone for swimming under 
water and then tilts the drone upright 
for coming out of water for flying, 
the drone moves through the two 
mediums seamlessly, without any 
loss of speed. this drone could be 
a wonderful addition to the navy. it 
could be used to locate and inspect 
shipwrecks, sea mines, inspection of 
coastal infrastructure and assess-
ment of underwater damage, disaster 
management and similar operations.

PreCUrsor of flyinG Car
inspired by animals that can walk and fly, researchers at the Com-
puter science and artificial intelligence laboratory (Csail), mit, are 
developing drones that are capable of driving and flying. mit in a 
press release said that researchers are aiming to develop robots 

that can manoeuver on land and 
take to the skies. in a paper, the 
team presented a system of eight 
quadcopter drones that can fly and 
drive through a city-like setting 
with parking spots, no-fly zones 
and landing pads. the drone has 
two small motors with wheels for 
driving. in a simulation run, the 
drones flew for 90 metres or drove 
for 252 metres. the team believes 
the project will provide algorithm 
for mixed-mode transportation and 
can provide solution to the traffic 
congestion prevalent in the cities 
across the world.

bioniC bird
a drone may hover and fly like bird, 
but this is where the resemblance 
ends. But not anymore. Companies 
across the globe are developing 
drones with shape and wings like 
that of birds and flies by flipping 
of wings – a true mechanical bird. 
Bionic Bird – the flying app is one 
such drone, weighing nine grams 
with range of around 100 metres. 
the body of the bird is made of 
foam and wings and tails are of 

carbon fiber which are controlled through app. the Bird is charged 
through an egg-shaped charger called turbo-Charge egg, small 
enough to fit in the pocket. the bird, an outcome of years of ground-
breaking research, contains many patents in micro technology.

cameras, laser range-finders and several possible ordinances. 
They can be controlled remotely or fly autonomously.

Psibernetix, an Ohio-based artificial intelligence company, 
has developed a fuzzy logic Artificial Intelligence (AI) they named 
Alpha. They claim their AI now easily bests highly trained pilots 
in simulated aerial combat where opposing planes try to shoot 
down each other. This AI has not officially been deployed in any 
military system, but it indicates what can be theoretically done 
in the future.

America is a leader in the use of armed drones, but it also 
uses a wide range of UAVs, from the massive to the tiny, for sur-
veillance. One of the Pentagon’s efforts to always improve its 
surveillance capacity is the development of tiny and relatively 
inexpensive Perdix drones. These drones have been undergo-
ing testing for the past few years. Unlike large remote-controlled 
drones that can perform autonomous functions, these cheap AI 
drones operate entirely autonomously using swarm intelligence. 
While America is the dominant user and developer of UAVs, its 
role as an exporter of these systems is relatively limited due to 

laws restricting their sales. That might change in the future as 
President Trump recently launched a review of these restrictions.

drone swarms
Although large Predator and Reaper drones are the face of mod-
ern militaries, drone swarms, dozens of fixed-wing drones fly-
ing in coordinated formation, could be the future of unmanned 
combat. A drone swarm’s advantage relies on the age-old tru-
ism of strength in numbers. Where one missile can knock out a 
multi-million-dollar F-35, a swarm can take on casualties and 
failures and just keep going. If a swarm is big enough, it can 
overwhelm defenders by attacking with more drones than they 
can handle. In the US, the Navy’s Locust programme wants to 
field a swarm of attack drones that would cost collectively less 
than a single missile, while DARPA works on swarming Grem-
lins and the Air Force develops miniature drones that can over-
whelm air defences.

The key to a swarm is that the entire group acts as a single 
unit, but they’re not centrally controlled. Instead, each mem-

(top) Csail’s drones that driVe; (aBoVe) BioniC Bird
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hybrid draGon fly
there are drones which mimic flying insects, but none can come 
closer to a real insect. if reaching the capability of real insect is 
very difficult, then the next best thing is to improve a living insect 
by integrating technology in its 
biology. one such example is the 
dragonfleye, developed by a not-
for-profit technology firm draper, 
globar leader in micro systems 
and navigation, is a hybrid drone 
created by combining miniaturised 
navigation, synthetic biology and 
neurotechnology into the nervous 
system of the fly. optogenetics, 
system to guide neurons in the 
dragon fly, has been developed 
together by draper and howard 
hughes medical institute (hhmi) 
at Janelia research Campus. the 
system, small enough to be a bag-
pack for the fly, has market poten-
tial in guided pollination, payload 
delivery, reconnaissance, precision 
medicine and diagnostics. 

ProteCts itself
drones are fragile. they are 
required to be light and therefore, 
their fuselages are not strong 
enough to survive collision. more 
often than not, damaged drones 
have to be discarded. to overcome 
this inherent limitation, flyability, a 
drone manufacturer, has come up 
with a collision resistant ‘elios’ 
which comes with a carbon fiber 
protective frame. it can survive any collision up to the speed of 
four metres per second. spherical with modular subcomponent, the 
frame of the drone, with diameter just below 400mm, is smaller than 
the smallest standard manhole and provides all around protection 

with large enough opening to access batteries and payloads. 

Can land on a wall
in another case of bio-inspired uaVs, a team of researchers from 

university of sherbrooke has devel-
oped an autonomous fixed-wing 
sherbrooke’s multimodal autono-
mous drone (s-mad) capable of 
landing on vertical surfaces and 
taking off. s-mad, inspired by 
bird’s ability to land on vertical sur-
faces, through its on-board sensors 
reduces thrust of its engine quickly 
before landing and uses microg-
riffs to cling to vertical surfaces. 
it can also take-off vertically from 
the wall. s-mad, considered as the 
world’s first fixed-wing drone capa-
ble of repeated perching and take-
off, can inspect building collapsed 
during earthquake and bridges. 
the ability to perch can also help it 
to undertake long duration surveil-
lance missions by saving energy. 

Understand hand GestUre
it is dream to control machines with-
out touching them. But not anymore, 
dJi, a Chinese drone maker has devel-
oped a uaV called spark that can be 
controlled through hand gestures 
along with remote control and mobile 
phones. the spark can recognise the 
owner’s face through ‘faceaware’ 
technology and immediately lifts 
off from the hand. after takeoff, the 

drone gets into ‘gesture mode’ and begins taking command from hand 
gestures. it is also capable of flight autonomy and home coming. SP

 — Compiled by Rohit Srivastava
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ber of the swarm uses software for coordination that mimics 
how flocks of birds behave. Currently, military drones like the 
Reaper are flown individually by a remote pilot, but a single 
operator could command any number of drones in a swarm. 
The operator issues a general instruction such as “search this 
area,” and the swarm automatically co-ordinates its individual 
members to get the job done.

CoUnterinG threat from UaVs
The rise of drones has also created the need for the development of 
anti-drone systems. Anti-UAV Defence Systems are being deployed 
by US forces to counter small drones being used by rebel groups. 
The US military also recently contracted with Syracuse Research 
Corporation to build anti-UAV systems with spatial, frequency and 
optical surveillance capabilities to detect drones and then disable 
them with jamming equipment. Israel is also a major innovator 
in anti-drone systems. Israeli defence contractor Rafael recently 
announced the launch of their ‘Drone Dome’. It is a radar-based 
system which can identify targets and use a laser to neutralise 

them from several kilometres away. It is a natural progression of 
Rafael’s Iron Dome system to intercept rockets and artillery shells.

the way ahead for drdo
Development projects of DRDO have made good strides in the 
field of UAV, but must meet the induction timelines, as inordi-
nate delay is operationally un-acceptable as technology keeps 
changing and hence the operational requirements of the ser-
vice. The mini UAV is of simple technology and could be indige-
nously developed to meet with tactical requirements. The UCAV 
and the loitering missile are being produced by Israel which is 
willing to set up joint ventures with DRDO. It would be prudent 
if our inescapable requirements are fine-tuned in cooperation 
with the selected original equipment manufacturers and then 
subsequent requirements are delivered by joint ventures. The 
private sector could be encouraged for participation in their 
manufacture as well as research. Various development issues, 
including technology milestones, could be examined by the 
three services in conjunction with DRDO. SP
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T
India is embarked on a plan to develop its own fifth-generation combat platform known as 

the Advanced Medium Combat Aircraft (AMCA)

BY Joseph NoroNha

The IndIan aIr Force (IAF) will need about 220 new com-
bat jets over the next few years to meet its current shortfall and 
cover the anticipated deficit due to the phased retirement of 14 
squadrons of obsolescent aircraft by 2024. This figure of 220 is 
apart from 36 India-specific Dassault Rafale Medium Multi-Role 
Combat Aircraft (MMRCA) that the IAF will receive between 2019 
and 2022 and 123 Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) Tejas 
jets expected by 2025. Various options are under consideration to 
meet this huge requirement, including the F-16 Fighting Falcon 
and the JAS-39E Gripen, besides another batch of 36 Rafale jets. 
There are also ambitious plans for fifth generation fighters.

While there is no consensus about what exactly “fifth gen-
eration” means, it is usually taken to imply all-aspect stealth 
(low-observable characteristics) which make it hard to detect 
by radar, high-performance airframe and power-plant for 
super-cruise (supersonic flight without afterburner), excellent 
manoeuvrability with thrust-vectoring and advanced avionics. 
The Lockheed Martin F-22 Raptor and F-35 Lightning II Joint 

Strike Fighter are the world’s only combat-worthy fifth genera-
tion combat jets. India is following a twin-track approach to 
obtain such aircraft for the IAF.

THE RUSSIAN CONNECTION
In 2007, India and Russia signed an Inter-Governmental Agree-
ment (IGA) for an Indian Fifth Generation Fighter Aircraft 
(FGFA) to be based on the Sukhoi PAK-FA T-50 which later 
morphed into the Sukhoi Su-57. The T-50 first flew in January 
2010 and in December 2010, both countries agreed to spend 
$295 million each on the preliminary design of the new fighter. 
Though the Su-57 is claimed to be an awe-inspiring fighter, the 
Russian Air Force itself has ordered only 12 aircraft – not quite 
a vote of confidence. Indeed, by 2025, the bulk of the Russian 
Air Force will probably be Su-35 and Su-30SM jets with only a 
miniscule complement of fifth-generation fighters.

The FGFA project too has had a rough ride and was on the 
verge of collapse over issues such as costs, work share, ade-
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quacy of technology and total number of aircraft. While the IAF 
sees the FGFA as the only fifth-generation fighter available to it 
in the near future, the underpowered engine is a major concern. 
The Saturn AL-41FI turbofan does not permit super-cruise, but 
a more powerful truly fifth-generation engine, the Izdeliye 30 
(Product 30), has recently been test flown for the first time. The 
IAF is also not impressed with the stealth characteristics of the 
T-50 and has pointed out 43 critical shortcomings it wishes to 
see rectified before making a firm commitment. Following hard 
bargaining, the two parties need to sign a draft contract com-
mitting each to spend $3.05 billion for development. The IAF 
may also place an order for 108 FGFA which would need about 
ten years after signing the contract for production to begin.

However, India is embarked on a plan to develop its own fifth-
generation combat platform known as the Advanced Medium 
Combat Aircraft (AMCA). Stung by its experience with the Sukhoi 
Su-30MKI that has been plagued by poor serviceability, short-
age of spares and numer-
ous teething troubles, 
with negligible technology 
benefit, India wants firm 
guarantees from Russia 
of substantial transfer of 
technology – especially that 
it will be able to upgrade 
the FGFA if required, 
without Russian involve-
ment. For this, the Rus-
sian original equipment 
manufacturer (OEM) would 
need to part with sensitive 
computer source codes 
that control various critical 
aircraft systems. The FGFA 
project could then directly 
feed into the AMCA project. 

AMCA – A MIRAGE OR A 
WINNER?
Recently an expert com-
mittee of the Ministry of 
Defence (MoD) reportedly ruled that there is no conflict between 
the FGFA and the AMCA; rather the expertise Indian design-
ers and engineers gain from working on the FGFA would help 
them with the AMCA project. The AMCA project began in 2008 
under the aegis of the Aeronautical Development Agency (ADA) 
as a multi-role fighter with stealth characteristics to be pro-
duced by Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL). Currently in 
the preliminary design stage, it will probably be a medium jet 
of maximum takeoff weight of 24.2 tonnes and combat radius 
of around 1,000 km.

In comparison with the mammoth AMCA project even the 
Tejas experience pales into insignifi-
cance. It will take great determination 
and resources to successfully build the 
first AMCA prototype within ten years as 
envisaged. Can Indian technologists pro-
duce lightweight carbon fibre and tita-
nium alloys and other radar-absorbent 
materials and manufacture and assemble 
the airframe to micron accuracy? An even 
more difficult proposition is the engine 
which needs to be powerful enough to 
permit super-cruise. The AMCA theoreti-

cally will be powered by the GTX-35VS Kaveri engine devel-
oped by the Gas Turbine Research Establishment (GTRE). The 
project to develop this engine was abandoned in 2014; but later 
revived. GTRE is now working with French aerospace giant 
Safran to fix all issues and make the Kaveri a functional 110-
125kN thrust class engine by 2019. Only then can the AMCA 
project really takeoff. The Electronics and Radar Development 
Establishment (LRDE) is also supposed to develop its X-band 
Active Electronically Scanned Array (AESA) radar. 

DOES THE IAF NEED THE FIFTH GENERATION?
Fifth generation jets are extremely difficult to build and can be 
twice or thrice as expensive as conventional fighters of similar 
capability on account of their lengthy design process, copious test-
ing and exotic materials required. And with stealth programmes 
worldwide in trouble, success is by no means assured. Lockheed 
Martin is struggling with its F-35 fighter, despite spending $406.5 

billion to date and having 
gained extensive experi-
ence from the F-22 devel-
opment programme. Even 
operating and maintaining 
fifth-generation platforms 
is far more costly than jets 
of previous generation. So 
India would be ill-advised 
to commit to two fifth-
generation programmes 
simultaneously.

Indeed, in view of the 
uncertainties dogging 
the two projects, the IAF 
seems to be veering round 
to the view that it should 
first focus on building its 
strength of conventional 
fighters. It will soon have 
272 Su-30MKIs on its 
inventory and 40 more 
are on order. Inducting 
another 108 FGFA would 

make the force top-heavy. Since the IAF has to wait a decade 
or more for the FGFA, it could well wait a little longer and con-
centrate on the AMCA instead. A delay in inducting a fifth-gen-
eration fighter will permit the technology to mature and a better 
aircraft to emerge.

The huge sums saved by dumping the FGFA could buy a large 
number of much cheaper conventional fighters in a much shorter 
timeframe. The IAF’s immediate need is another 36 Rafale jet 
fighters, with their deadly MBDA Meteor beyond-visual-range 
missiles and Scalp air-to-ground cruise missiles. The infrastruc-
ture being erected at Hasimara and Ambala airbases is adequate 

for two Rafale squadrons each and such a 
follow-on deal may cost just 60 per cent of 
the initial amount. But isn’t it risky for the 
IAF to wait perhaps 20 years for the AMCA 
in view of the Chinese threat? It may be 
a risk worth taking. China itself has not 
succeeded in producing fifth-generation 
engines and it seems to lack confidence 
in its Chengdu J-20 and Shenyang J-31 
stealth fighter programmes, else why is it 
so keen to purchase conventional Su-35 
jets from Russia? SP
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Military  F-35
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The Dubai Air Show will be known for a major break in US military convention with regard 
to the sale of the F-35 fifth-generation fighter to the UAE

BY Bikram Vohra, DuBai
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The raising of The curtain on talks between the UAE and 
the US on an early sale of the F-35 JSF, may have been placed 
on hold thanks to the unholy haste with which President Don-
ald Trump has signed off on accepting Jerusalem as the capi-
tal of Israel. However, Israel might just be told to suck it up if 
Capitol Hill and the Congress believe that strengthening these 

allies in the crucial Middle East is an imperative that cannot be 
ignored and deals signed and delivered. The recently concluded 
Dubai Air Show goes down in the books for the largest ever deal 
for aircraft with Airbus bagging the IndiGo Partners order for 
430 A320neos at a price tag of $50 billion. But it might also be 
known as the venue for a major break in US military convention 
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with regard to the sale of the F-35 fifth generation fighter what 
with the first tentative talks being very positive.

The F-35 JoinT STrike FighTer
The F-35 is described not so much as a fighter plane as it is a 
highly integrated air system. The elements in the integration 
include avionics, weapons, logistics and propulsions. There is 
nothing else like it up there and it literally makes fourth gen-
eration fighter obsolete. According to Lockheed Martin, The 
F-35 also changes the way data are displayed for pilots. The 
full Panoramic Cockpit Display enables data from all sensors to 
be shown on one screen in integrated form. Each pilot can cus-
tomiSe the size and layout of the single display, much like we do 
with our home computers. All of this greatly improves the pilot’s 
capabilities and enhances his combat options.

Except that you cannot go shopping for an F-35. Pres-
ently sold only to Israel (24) Republic of Korea (40) and Nor-
way (52), it needs an act of Congress to clear a foreign sale. 
Even President Donald Trump cannot unilaterally decide a 
new market and in the current situation, it could go either 
way. There was clear indication on the final day of the Air 
Show that the UAE was the most likely 
first nation in the Middle East to get the 
nod. Perhaps that concession would also 
extend to Saudi Arabia As it would be 
part of the US big picture policy on Iran 
to keep its neighbours strong. With the 
UAE reportedly seeking 24 units, even 
Congress would be amenable, seeing as 
to how it is the most advanced nation in 
the region in terms of stability, lifestyle, 
forward thinking administration and 
cutting-edge technology.

implicaTionS oF DeciSion on 
JeruSalem
After the signing of the charter accept-
ing Jerusalem as the capital of Israel, 
Washington could well have upset its own 
applecart. Until now, it did have a five-year gap in the selling 
of any weaponry or military hardware to Israel and any other 
country in the Middle East. This November, there was a soften-
ing of this 60-month hiatus which may have made Israel pretty 
teed off; but was on the cards in the initial negotiations at the 
Air Show. 

Whether President Donald Trump will try to address the 
collective wrath of the region by offering this deal to selected 
countries by telling Israel it has won a big round and must now 
back off, is still an unknown factor. Lockheed Martin and the 
nine nation consortium that built the F-35 at a programme cost 
of $1.5 trillion (unit cost $100 million approx.) into 2070 with 
deliveries till 2037, would be very keen for the deal to go through 
and open fresh markets. But with Israel fighting hard to block 
any such move Congress might slow things down. Especially 
since a senior Israeli officer Major General Amos Gilad, when 
asked how long Israel would expect to have the only fifth gen-
eration fleet in the Middle East snapped, “forever.” So far a little 
over 215 F-35s are in service. 

Both Saudi Arabia and UAE have come out strongly in sup-
port of the Palestinian people and condemned the move by 
President Donald Trump to endorse Jerusalem as the new capi-
tal. The refusal of his administration to reconsider the decision 
and revoke it, seals the pact and opens a not-so-pleasant chap-
ter in US-Arab relations. Riyadh called it ‘irresponsible’ and 

the UAE pledged its unqualified support for the Arab identity in 
Jerusalem and cautioned that this step is an encouragement to 
extremists and ‘throws them a lifeline.’

At this moment, it seems unlikely that the talks on the 
modalities of selling the 24 F-35 Joint Strike Fighters will gain 
the expected traction. However, a Congress, concerned about 
its possible alienation of this strategic region, might seek to 
balance out the pro-Israeli stance by placing the F-35s on the 
scales and giving it the nod for these two friends and allies. 
While retaining its traditions and customs, the UAE is one of 
the most progressive nations in the world. Saudi Arabia is now 
swiftly opening its windows to the winds of change and its fight 
against the ISIS as the head of the coalition of which UAE is a 
part, gives it common purpose with the US. From that point of 
view, batches of F-35s would strengthen coalition firepower to a 
major extent and the air strikes would be more potent.

The US Congress would also like to show President Donald 
Trump that it can, as a political body, snub his unilateral moves 
and make some decisions on its own. Paradoxically up until 
now, even President Donald Trump seemed favourable towards 
closer ties with these two countries and had visited Saudi Arabia 

and supported its recent anti-corruption 
crackdown. So even he would not mind.

The trick lies in allowing Congress 
to make the move. If President Donald 
Trump at this moment tries to play hard-
ball, members of the Congress may dig 
their feet in and block his initiative. The 
US president, for all his bluster, has the 
savvy to wait for the main chance and 
let Congress run with the ball. The Hill 
knows that the UAE sees a fifth-genera-
tion fighter as an imperative and when 
stopped from being a partner in the 
consortium, was even open to the idea 
of working in partnership with Russia 
on such a development programme, so 
important is the need for such an air-
craft. With Iran expanding its integrated 

defence and air systems, the fourth-generation fighter may not 
be able to cut the mustard. 

Among the provisions it would seek would be Advanced 
Identification Friend or Foe capabilities, (AIFF) navigation sys-
tems and digital multifunction displays. If there is some anxiety, 
it is over the F-35 integrated central computer systems falling 
into wrong hands.

WhaT makeS The F-35 So Special?
The F-35 ‘brain’, the process that combines this stellar amount 
of information into an integrated picture of the environment, is 
known as sensor fusion. At any given moment, fusion processes 
large amounts of data from sensors around the aircraft plus 
additional information from data links with other F-35s in the 
air and combines them into a centralised view of activity in the 
jet’s environment, displayed to the pilot.

Whether the current equation is something that will has-
ten the deal is something that cannot be foretold. If the UAE 
and Saudi Arabia are seen to be holding back on any other 
purchases to augment air power, it will indicate that the nego-
tiations are still on the table. Deliveries of the 152 Boeing 
F-15SA (Saudi Advanced) Eagle fighters to Saudi Arabia have 
already begun. Meanwhile the UAE is looking to build a light 
attack fighter and has a $1.6 billion programme to upgrade 
its F-16 fleet. SP
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Train to Win
The current crisis in the IAF’s training fleet is partly because successive governments have 

focussed on operational aircraft and ignored the pleas for modern trainer aircraft

BY Joseph NoroNha

ExcEllEncE is an art won by training and habituation, said 
Aristotle. The Indian Air Force (IAF) in its relentless pursuit of 
excellence, takes training very seriously, more so pilot train-
ing. Flight trainees, just out of college, are put through a rigid 
and demanding syllabus. The only relaxation permitted is a few 
extra flying hours to help the slow learners iron out their weak-
nesses. If that does not work they are swiftly “weeded out” – for 
their own good and that of the service. Turning a blind eye to 
a flaw may trigger a catastrophic accident later resulting in the 
loss of a costly aircraft and even more valuable lives.

The three-stage pattern currently followed in the IAF for train-
ing of pilots commences with Stage I on turboprop aircraft for 
all trainees, thereafter trifurcating into the fighter, transport and 
helicopter streams. Stage II is conducted separately for the three 
streams on appropriate aircraft. The successful trainees become 
commissioned officers and undergo Stage III training before mov-
ing to operational squadrons. A prerequisite for excellent training 
is a good trainer aircraft or rather their progression from the basic 
trainer to the intermediate to the advanced and then on to opera-
tional aircraft. And that is where the problems for the IAF begin. 

First Flight
Till 2009, all trainees began with the IAF’s basic trainer, the Hin-

dustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) built HPT-32 Deepak. How-
ever, a series of major accidents that took a heavy toll of lives 
and aircraft, compelled the IAF to abruptly ground it, despite 15 
to 20 years of residual life available. HAL was neither able to 
rectify the inherent design flaw responsible for the mishaps nor 
could it offer a suitable alternative in an acceptable timeframe. 
This left the IAF’s training schedule in utter disarray and forced 
it to conduct Stage I on the HAL HJT-16 Kiran jet trainer that 
was meant only for Stage II training. This was both undesirable 
and unsustainable.

The IAF then projected an urgent demand for 181 basic 
trainer aircraft (BTA) to meet its commitments. After consid-
erable delay due to convoluted procurement procedures, 75 
Pilatus PC-7 Mk II turboprop aircraft were imported from Swit-
zerland and the schedule finally began to limp back to normal. 
However, it still left a deficit of 106 aircraft.

The IAF found the PC-7 to be of excellent performance, low 
maintenance and high reliability and was able to secure excep-
tional serviceability and an accident-free record. Consequently 
it rejected the HTT-40, HAL’s proposed replacement for the 
hapless HPT-32, on grounds of tardy progress and higher cost 
than the Pilatus. However, in 2015, the government decided on 
only 38 additional PC-7s (even these are currently not assured), Ph
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while the IAF was compelled to accept 68 or more HTT-40s as 
and when these will be delivered by HAL. 

the elusive star 
HAL’s HJT-36 Sitara basic jet trainer was intended as replace-
ment for the obsolescent HJT-16 but is beset by problems. Their 
severity can be gauged by the fact that the Sitara first flew in 
2003, yet 14 years later, it needs at least another five years at 
the very least to be operationalised. One major issue is the short 
lifespan of its NPO Saturn AL-55I engine which requires over-
haul after every 150 hours of flying. The HJT-36 also has issues 
with critical stall and spin characteristics that defy resolution, 
despite the involvement of foreign aerospace experts, making 
the jet unacceptable for training.

Makeshift solutions often entail a long-term adverse impact. 
And so it was with the misuse of the HJT-16 to fill the void cre-
ated by the sudden departure of the HPT-32 till enough Pilatus 
PC-7 aircraft arrived. Precious HJT-16 flight hours were squan-
dered on Stage I training whereas they were planned only for 
Stage II, thus reducing the service life of the fleet of HJT-16s. 
Till a suitable replacement emerges, the IAF now has no choice 
but to use the PC-7 for Stage II training as well to tide over the 
crisis. The pressure on the PC-7 will only be relieved if an IJT is 
quickly imported (a rather bleak prospect) or the HAL speedily 
makes the HTT-40 operational – a big question mark. 

advantage aJt
The bright spot in the IAF’s training pattern is currently Stage III 
fighter training. The BAE Systems Hawk Mk 132 is the world’s 
most successful advanced jet trainer (AJT) and an ideal spring-
board for IAF fighter trainees slated to fly fast jets. Induction of the 
first batch of 66 jets began in February 2008. Another 40 Hawks 
were ordered in 2010, some being produced by HAL under licence.

Focus on the Future
At present the transport stream is fairly well set with train-
ees progressing to the Dornier Do-228 and the Antonov An-32. 
However, the avionics and cockpit displays need to be mod-

ernised to prepare pilots for aircraft such as the Boeing C-17 
Globemaster III, the Lockheed Martin C-130J Super Hercules 
and the Airbus C295 to be inducted in the near future. The heli-
copter stream trainees are badly off. Their first taste of heli-
copter flying is on the obsolete HAL Chetak which is even older 
than the HJT-16 and in dire need of replacement. Once the 
twin-engine Kamov Ka-226T, with its up-to-date avionics and 
engine control systems arrives, it would be suitable for Stage 
III training till the HAL Light Utility Helicopter (LUH) currently 
under development, becomes operational.

With the HJT-16 finally due to retire from service by 2018-
19, the IAF appears resigned to conducting Stage II fighter 
training on the Pilatus PC-7 Mk II basic trainer. This is not a bad 
prospect as the PC-7 is fairly suitable for intermediate training 
too and should result in significant overall savings. However, 
it implies that the requirement for basic/intermediate trainers 
has increased from 181 to 210 aircraft. These are expected to 
be a mix of the PC-7 and the HTT-40.

The long-overdue HTT-40 finally completed its first flight 
on May 31, 2016. According to HAL, it is in an advanced stage 
of development with two prototypes undergoing flight testing 
and a third being built. HAL has accorded priority to the criti-
cal stall and spin trials that have been a bugbear with its other 
trainer aircraft. It promises to complete certification by Decem-
ber 2018, followed by series production. It is crucial for HAL to 
stick to this schedule if IAF training is not to suffer further.

The current crisis in the IAF’s training fleet is partly because 
successive governments have focussed on operational aircraft 
and ignored the pleas for modern yet unglamorous trainer air-
craft. Clearly a racing driver hoping to win the Formula One 
cannot train on a two-wheeler; neither should a fledgling pilot 
who may one day fly the Dassault Rafale be put in a 1960s 
cockpit. And if the requirements of HAL and ‘Make in India’ 
continue to be put above the fundamental needs of the IAF, the 
situation is unlikely to improve in a hurry. Should HAL fail to 
deliver on its promises (as seems not unlikely given its dismal 
track record) the training programme of the IAF may be in big-
ger trouble than it is in now. SP
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IFCCI Seminar
The future of the Indian aerospace industry will to a large extent, depend on how extensively 

India can work together with the leading players of the French aerospace industry

BY Air MArshAl B.K. PAndeY (retd)

The Bengaluru chapTer of the Indo-French Chamber of 
Commerce and Industry, popularly known as IFCCI, hosted a 
seminar on December 1 this year on Defence and Aerospace at 
Novotel Techpark in Bengaluru. 

The OrganisaTiOn
Established in 1977 in Mumbai, the IFCCI is a bilateral busi-
ness organisation that has 500 active members from the dif-
ferent sectors of the industry in India as well as in France. 
IFCCI is also an active member of a French organisation called 
Union des Chambres de Commerce et d’Industrie Françaises À 
l’Etranger. Stated in English it is the Union of French Chambers 
of Commerce Abroad that has representation in 78 different 
countries across the globe. In India, IFCCI not only facilitates 
and promotes networking amongst the business communities 
from both nations, it also plays a vital role of economic influ-
ence to the said community. IFCCI provides various services 
to its members through conferences, seminars, publications, 
press release, trade shows and various other activities. The 
organisation also helps non-members to develop their business 
or trade in India and France. The membership of this organisa-
tion is open to French individuals, companies or their subsid-
iaries already engaged in business in the Indian market or are 
keen to develop business in India. IFCCI also provides profes-

sional assistance to Indian businessmen or companies who are 
interested in interaction with the French business community 
or are prepared to venture into the market in France.

ObjecTives Of The seminar
The Seminar on December 1, 2017, provided an excellent oppor-
tunity for interaction amongst a large number of French and 
Indian C-Level executives from aerospace and defence firms, 
original equipment manufacturers (OEM), representatives from 
the local aerospace industry and services providers, defence ana-
lysts and even policy makers. The objective of the Seminar was to 
exchange ideas and perspectives on the following:
•	 The	 component	 manufacturing	 eco-system	 in	 the	 Indian	

aerospace industry and its future.
•	 Joint	Ventures	(JVs)	between	France	and	India	for	SME’s	to	

collaborate.
•	 Challenges	and	 Innovative	 solutions	 to	problems	 faced	by	

the aerospace industry.
•	 The	 scope	 of	 Research	 and	 Development	 (R&D)	 in	 the	

Indian aerospace industry with special focus on the State of 
Karnataka.

special inviTees
The event was presided over by François Gautier, the Consul Ph
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General of France in Bengaluru, who was also the chief guest. 
A	special	invitee	to	the	seminar	was	Dr	Prahlada	Ramarao,	an	
individual with impressive credentials. He is a Distinguished Sci-
entist	and	was	the	Chief	Controller	at	the	Defence	Research	and	
Development	Organisation	(DRDO)	and	was	the	Vice	Chancellor	
of the Defence Institute of Advanced Technology (DIAT) Pune. At 
present,	Dr	Prahlada	Ramarao	is	a	Professor	in	the	Department	
of Management Studies in the Indian Institute of Science (IISC) 
at Bengaluru and at the National Institute of Advanced Studies 
(NIAS) also located in Bengaluru. In 2015, he was conferred the 
coveted award of Padma Shri. 

address by The chief guesT
The chief guest François Gautier, the Consul General of France in 
Bengaluru, delivered the inaugural address. Extending a hearty 
welcome to those present, he said that the Bengaluru chapter was 
only two years old and was the youngest amongst the IFCCI chap-
ters in India and its membership had already reached 100. The 
event being hosted on December 01 was the second edition in 
the series. Bengaluru has a large presence of the aerospace com-
munity from France and the interaction between the two nations 
in this regime is increasing. While the partnership between the 
space agencies of the two nations goes back 
many years, today, Airbus alone has 500 
employees in Bengaluru which is a tech-
nology hub centre. The strengthening part-
nership is evident in the growing number 
of SMEs coming up as joint ventures with 
French companies. There is greater inter-
action between the scientific communities 
and the academia of both the nations thus 
helping the growth of a healthy ecosystem 
to support the aerospace industry in India. 
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) is 
already manufacturing doors for the Airbus 
A320 family of airlines that are operating 
all	over	the	world.	Very	recently,	the	foun-
dation	stone	for	a	new	Indo-French	JV	was	
laid in Nagpur. The partnership between 
the aerospace industries of the two nations is strong as also is 
clearly on a growth trajectory.

KeynOTe address by dr prahlada ramaraO
In	his	keynote	address,	Dr	Prahlada	Ramarao	recalled	his	first	
interaction with the French aerospace industry when he was 
involved with the Pilotless Target Aircraft project in the year 
1972. India obtained liquid engine technology from France for 
space launch vehicles. Currently, there is urgent need to collabo-
rate with the French aerospace industry in the regime of gas tur-
bine engine technology for aircraft. In fact the future of the Indian 
aerospace industry will to a large extent depend on how exten-
sively India can work together with French aerospace industry. 
In this effort, IFCCI will have a major role to play as it can provide 
the Indian aerospace industry access to high end technologies. 
He said that the Indian aerospace and defence market is growing 
and fortunately the youth of the nation is capable and innovative 
as also is blessed with energy and dynamism. The prevailing con-
ditions in the Indian aerospace and defence industry are intense 
and plagued with adversities; but our professionals can still 
deliver. However, there is urgent need to develop the required 
modern infrastructure and the ecosystem. China is in the lead in 
manufacturing, but India is ahead in IT. In the regime of aero-
space and defence industry, volumes are small but requires tech-
nology	of	high	quality	and	value.	India	is	strong	in	R&D	and	has	

a lead in the world in this field. The city of Bengaluru itself has as 
many	as	40	R&D	centres	engaged	in	projects	related	to	the	aero-
space and defence industry. France today is a technology giant in 
the world and we need to partner with France to produce among 
other systems, a regional transport aircraft as also unmanned 
aerial vehicles for both civil and military applications.

panel discussiOns
The opening addresses were followed by two sessions of panel 
discussion. Participants in the two sessions were as under:
•	 Damodaran	Subramanian	of	Safran	India;
•	 Suresh	Baroth	of	the	Thales	Group;
•	 Mantha	Venkataramana	of	Assystem.

The first session was moderated by Yogesh Singh and the 
second by Kosturi Ghosh, both from Trilegal, Bengaluru. Tri-
legal is a high profile full service law firm with offices in five 
of India’s major cities namely Mumbai, New Delhi, Gurugram, 
Bengaluru and Hyderabad. The issues under discussion were 
the four objectives of the Seminar listed under Para 3 above. 

What emerged in the two rounds of panel discussion is that 
there have been significant changes in the last 15 years in the eco-
system related to manufacturing for the defence and aerospace 

segments of the industry. More recently, 
the changes in the Defence Procurement 
Procedure (DPP), the launch of the ‘Make 
in India’ programme and formulation of 
the Strategic Partnership policy have ele-
vated motivation levels in the defence and 
aerospace industry. This is evident in the 
number of global aerospace and defence 
majors	forming	JVs	with	the	leading	Indian	
companies.	 The	 list	 of	 new	 JVs	 includes	
Lockheed Martin with Tata Advanced Sys-
tems Limited (TASL), tie up between Saab 
of	Sweden	with	the	Adani	Group,	Reliance	
Defence	JV	with	Dassault	Aviation	as	well	
as with Thales of France and Mahindra in 
collaboration with BAE Systems. 

The panel discussion also highlighted 
a number of areas that need attention of the government. Cur-
rently, there is lack of focus on quality control as there is no cen-
tralised test facility, advanced technology materials still need to 
be imported, investments are high and the volume of produc-
tion is low for understandable reasons. Unfortunately, this makes 
return on investment low rendering the business unattractive for 
the private sector. There is a need to go beyond manufacturing 
of components to design, development, testing and integration 
of platforms, all within the country. The whole effort needs to be 
backed by the development of the right skills which is somewhat 
inadequate at present. There is also the need for greater synergy 
in several areas of the industry between defence and civil in the 
domain of manufacturing of dual use platforms such as transport 
aircraft and unmanned aerial vehicles as also in the regime of 
maintenance,	repair	and	overhaul	(MRO)	services	for	which	par-
ticularly the business aviation fleet is almost fully dependant of 
foreign sources.

What was clear from the panel discussions is that while there 
has been considerable forward movement in the private sector 
of the Indian defence and aerospace industry in the recent past, 
there is a still a long way to go before the Indian industry will be 
in a position to rub shoulders with the global aerospace majors. 
Enhancing collaboration with the French aerospace and defence 
industry will certainly of help propel the Indian aerospace and 
defence industry to greater heights. SP
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The firsT licensed woman aviator 
in the United States (US) was Harriet Qui-
mby who achieved the feat in August 1911. 
However, the first US woman to pilot her 
own aircraft did it 31 years earlier. It was 
on July 4, 1880, that Mary Myers made 
her first solo flight in a lighter-than-air 
balloon at Little Falls, New York. Over the 
next 11 years this brave aviation pioneer 
set many records for balloon ascents and 
enthralled the public at numerous coun-
try fairs and town shows.

Together with her husband Carl, 
another distinguished figure in the 
field of balloon aviation, she made 
a business of selling passenger air-
ships and high-altitude weather bal-
loons which they manufactured at 
their own “balloon farm” in Frank-
fort, New York. The quaint name 
came from the half-inflated balloons 
that looked like giant mushrooms 
being grown there. The couple were 
also awarded several patents on aer-
ial navigation devices and balloons.

Mary “Carlotta” Myers (née Mary 
Hawley) was born on August 1, 
1849, in Boston. Not much is known 
about her early life before she met 
and married Carl Myers in Novem-
ber 1871. Carl was highly qualified 
– a businessman, scientist, inventor, 
meteorologist, balloonist and aero-
nautical engineer. In 1873, he took 
to making hydrogen gas balloons 
and passenger airships. Mary soon 
caught his passion for aeronautics 
and functioned as his lab technician 
while keeping the business books 
as well. The balloon fabric at the 
time was rather flimsy and prone 
to shredding and gas leakage. After 
investigating various materials and 
processes, Carl Myers succeeded 
in developing and patenting a light 
new durable non-porous balloon 
fabric that did not crack when folded 
and could last up to ten years despite 
many rough landings. He did it by 
treating cotton fabric with a specially pre-
pared linseed oil mixture. Mary proved 
to be a great assistant by researching the 
sparse literature on meteorology and bal-
looning, keeping meticulous records and 
sewing and testing fabric segments.

It was essential to test their contrap-
tions in flight and for this, they generally 
hired experienced aeronaut test pilots. 
However, once when a test pilot was 
unavailable, Carl took to the air himself 
to evaluate a new design. Not to be out-
done, Mary soon followed. In the build-
up to her first Independence Day ascent, 
she decided to abandon her rather plain 

name and assume the more exotic name 
of Carlotta. The press loved it and dubbed 
the young woman “Carlotta, the lady 
Aeronaut”. Her first flight was watched 
by a crowd of over 15,000 because never 
had they seen an American woman fly 
solo in a balloon. The spectators along 
the route shouted and waved handker-
chiefs at her in great enthusiasm. The 
journey, mostly an uncontrolled drift, 
lasted about half an hour before she 
safely brought the balloon back to Earth 
in a field some 30 km away.

Thereafter, Mary Myers continued her 
ascensions, captivating the crowds with 
her daring balloon demonstrations and 
earning good money in the bargain. She 
was a diligent aviator, learning to control 
her flights by studying and measuring the 
air currents. Later she fitted her netting 
basket with a simple device that helped 
her guide the descent with great accu-
racy. She also patented the feature. She 
became so skilled in controlling the direc-
tion that she could predict where she was 
going to land even before taking off. She 
would even tell her carriage driver where 
to go to pick her up, to the amazement 

of the spectators. It is estimated that she 
took up over a hundred thousand pas-
sengers, mostly on tethered brief ascents, 
between 1880 and 1891. She set a world 
altitude record for a passenger balloon, 
ascending to 20,000 feet, that too with-
out oxygen equipment. She also did some 
parachute jumps out of balloons and was 
consequently called “Carlotta, the most 
daring lady aeronaut in the world”.

Mary’s skill as a balloon pilot and 
her cool headedness in crisis situations 
were legendary. She managed to pass her 

entire career without major mishap, 
despite a couple of nasty experi-
ences. The first scare came on her 
third ascent at Norwich, New York, 
in September 1880. Her balloon had 
ascended too quickly to an altitude 
of a few thousand metres where she 
encountered rain. This increased the 
balloon’s weight and made it sink 
rapidly back to Earth. Although she 
jettisoned the ballast, she could not 
arrest the descent. Finally the balloon 
got stuck in a tree 25 metres above 
ground. She remained suspended 
there nearly two hours in stormy 
weather till some hunters were able 
to fell a few adjoining trees and 
lower the balloon and Mary safely 
to the ground. On another occasion, 
she was on a balloon ascent with her 
seven-year-old daughter Bessie. The 
balloon began to descend quickly 
and uncontrollably towards a lake 
and the tall trees on the banks pre-
vented Mary from heading towards 
the shore. Fortunately little Bes-
sie had inherited her mother’s cool 
temperament and saved herself by 
crawling onto a half-submerged log.

Gradually, the balloon farm 
started taking more and more of 
Mary’s time, so in 1891 she retired 
from exhibition flying. Her husband 
proudly announced, “She retires 
from the field with a record of hav-
ing made more ascensions than all 

other women combined throughout the 
world and more than any man living in 
America.” Apart from designing and mak-
ing passenger balloon airships, they con-
tinued to build made-to-order balloons for 
customers such as the US Weather Bureau 
and the US government. Their balloons for 
the US Army Signal Corps were used in the 
Spanish–American War. Mary Myers con-
tinued flight testing the balloons and even 
ran a balloon flight school at the farm. She 
died in Atlanta, Georgia on August 1, 1932 
– her 83rd birthday. SP

— Joseph Noronha

Mary Myers  
(1849-1932)

Mary’s skill as a balloon pilot 
and her cool headedness in 
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career without major mishap.
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Military
AsiA-PAcific

C-17 Fleet oF the IndIan aIr ForCe (IaF)

Boeing congratulates the IAF and 81st 
“Skylords” Squadron for the C-17 Globe-
master III fleet achieving 12,000 flight 
hours since induction in 2014. The C-17 
fleet is a vital part of the strategic airlift 
capability of the IAF which has success-
fully conducted relief and humanitarian 
missions domestically and internation-
ally. The IAF operates ten C-17 strategic 
airlifters that Boeing delivered in 2014. 
Boeing works with the IAF to provide 
sustainment services and modernisation 
of its C-17s that contribute to high mis-
sion capable rates.

Commanders ConFerenCe at traInIng 
Command
Air Chief Marshal B.S. Dhanoa, Chief of 
the Air Staff (CAS) addressed all Com-
manders of Training Establishments 
of Training Command on December 7, 
2017, during the Commanders’ Confer-
ence held at Headquarters Training Com-
mand (HQ TC). Earlier, the CAS interact-
ed with all Air Warriors and civilian staff 
of HQ TC. The CAS endorsed the vision of 
Training Command to train Professional 
Air Warriors and ingrain in them the 
Core Values of the IAF, “Mission, Integrity 
and Excellence” to be the backbone of 
the fourth largest Air Force in the world.

ChIna’s JF-17 thunder
The second prototype of the JF-17 Thun-
der’s twin-seat variant, the JF-17B, is 
currently undergoing flight tests in Chi-
na. A total of three JF-17B prototypes are 
in production after requests by potential 
third-party customers for a twin-seat 
variant that could be used for training 
and evaluation purposes. Two proto-
types will go to the Pakistan Air Force. 
In addition to a tandem seat, the JF-17B 
incorporates several design changes to 
its single-seat counterpart, including a 
modified vertical stabiliser, dorsal spine 
(potentially for fuel to compensate for 
the space lost from the additional seat), 

enlarged nose and three-axis fly-by-wire 
flight control system.

AmericAs

maIden FlIght oF BoeIng KC-46a 
tanKer
The first Boeing KC-46A tanker that will 
be delivered to the US Air Force next 
year, successfully completed its first 
flight and airborne tests, taking off from 
Paine Field and landing approximately 
three-and-one-half hours later. The KC-
46, derived from Boeing’s commercial 
767 airframe, is built in the company’s 
Everett facility. Boeing is currently on 
contract for the first 34 of an expected 
179 tankers for the US Air Force. The 
KC-46A is a multirole tanker that can 
refuel all allied and coalition military 
aircraft compatible with international 
aerial refueling procedures and can carry 
passengers, cargo and patients.

euroPe

FrenCh aIr ForCe (FaF) reCeIves a400m 
atlas wIth Pods
France has received its first A400M Atlas 
transporter fitted with pods that will 
allow for midair refueling of fighter jets. 
The aircraft was handed over to the FAF 
on November 22, 2017 and the eleven 
Atlas units already delivered and in 
service with FAF will undergo a retrofit 
to have the fuel pod added. Manufacturer 
Airbus is set to deliver a further three 
A400Ms to the FAF by 2019 and is also 
working to deliver two key capabilities 
sought by France, namely in-flight refuel-
ing of helicopters and the ability to drop 
paratroopers from doors on both sides 
of the fuselage. British firm Cobham has 
been tasked by Airbus to deliver a hose 
for helicopter refueling, with a test flight 
expected toward the end of 2018,while 
Airbus have built test parachute jumps 
out the fuselage doors, backed by 
detailed computer modeling on the 
aerodynamics and continue to work on 
increasing weight and various pallets for 
cargo airdrops from the rear ramp.

Civil aviation
AmericAs

BomBardIer’s newest Challenger Jet
Bombardier Business Aircraft has an-
nounced that its industry-leading Chal-
lenger aircraft accomplished two impor-
tant delivery milestones in the past few 
months. The super midsize Challenger 
350 aircraft has surpassed 200 deliver-

QuickRouNdup

BAE SyStEmS
BAE Systems will design and build bomber armament 
tester (BAT) to test the effectiveness of the weapons 
systems of the US bomber fleets, following the award of a 
$64 million US Air Force contract. The BAT system will test 
the operational readiness of the bomb ejector racks, rotary 
launchers and pylon assemblies on board B-1B, B-2A, and 
B-52H aircraft.

BAE Systems and the Government of Qatar have en-
tered into a contract, valued at $6.69 billion for the supply 
of Typhoon aircraft to Qatar along with support and training 
package. The contract provides for 24 Typhoon aircraft with 
delivery expected to commence in 2022.

BEll-BoEing
Bell-Boeing will acquire for the US Navy, additional long-
lead material required for the production and delivery 
of seven V-22 Lot 23 tilt-rotor aircraft. Awarded under a 
$19.6 million firm-fixed-price contract, work will run till 
December 2018.

BoEing
Boeing has responded to the Canadian government’s de-
cision to buy second-hand F/A-18 Super Hornet aircraft 
from Australia instead of new ones from the manufac-
turer. Boeing has also stated that it respected Ottawa’s 
decision and applauded the government’s “continued 
use of a twin-engine fighter solution, which is a critical 
part of their Northern Arctic border defense, NORAD 
cooperation and coast-to-coast security.” It added that 
it “will continue to look for productive ways to work with 
Canada in the future.”

Boeing for the first time has shown what is believed 
to be the unmanned aircraft system (UAS) best suited 
for refueling US Navy jets operating from aircraft 
carriers. Through its MQ-25 competition, the US Navy 
is seeking unmanned refueling capabilities that would 
extend the combat range of deployed Boeing F/A-18 
Super Hornet, Boeing EA-18G Growler and Lockheed 
Martin F-35C fighters. The MQ-25 will also have to 
seamlessly integrate with a carrier’s catapult and launch 
and recovery systems.

CAnAdA
It has been reported that Canada has scrapped an earlier 
plan to buy F/A-8 Super Hornets from manufacturer Boeing 
and instead will sign next week a deal to buy second-hand 
models from the Australian government. Ottawa’s anger at 
a decision by Boeing to launch a trade challenge against 
Canadian plane maker Bombardier which the US giant ac-
cuses of dumping airliners on the American market, caused 
the deal to be cancelled and has likely put future Boeing 
military sales to Canada in serious doubt.

ComAC
Commercial Aircraft Corporation of China, Ltd has signed 
a Framework Purchase Agreement of 55 C919 aircraft with 
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ICBC Financial Leasing Co, Ltd (ICBC Leasing) in Beijing on 
December 5, 2017. With the 55 C919 aircraft signed in 
this agreement, the total number of C919 aircraft ordered 
by ICBC Leasing has reached 100.

EmBrAEr
Embraer has stated that the KC-390 tanker-transport 
aircraft has reached IOC, by which it means it has 
demonstrated the capabilities required by the Brazilian 
Air Force to enter service. Additional capabilities will be 
added gradually.

gA-ASi
General Atomics - Aeronautical Systems Inc, Poway, Cali-
fornia, has been awarded a not-to-exceed $134,010,380 
undefinitized contract action for the production of Block 
30 ground control stations. Work is expected completion 
date of January 31, 2020.

General Atomics - Aeronautical Systems Inc., Poway, 
California, has been awarded a FMS $24,924,266 
option to a previously awarded contract for MQ-9 
contractor logistics support phase 2. The contractor will 
provide an additional period of logistics support for the 
French Air Force. Work is expected to be completed by 
December 31, 2018.

indiAn Air ForCE
The MI-8 helicopteralso known as the “PRATAP” phasing 
out ceremony was held on December 17, 2017 at Air 
Force Station, Yelahanka. The ceremony was attended 
by veterans headed by Air Chief Marshal Fali Homi 
Major(Retd). Air Marshal SRK Nair AOC-in-C, Training Com-
mand, was the chief guest and Air Marshal Jasjit Singh 
Kler, Commandant NDA, the senior most MI-8 helicopter 
was also present on the occasion. The MI-8 has been the 
backbone of medium lift combat capability of IAF and was 
inducted in 1972.

myAnmAr Air ForCE
Myanmar has commissioned into service ten new aircraft 
as part of celebrations marking the 70th anniversary 
of the Myanmar Air Force. The aircraft include six new 
Yak-130 advanced trainers, two Fokker-70s and two ATR 
42-320s, medium-range jetliners and twin-turboprop 
aircraft respectively.

ruSSiA
It is reported that Russia’s Su-57 fifth-generation stealth 
air superiority fighter, also known as T-50, had performed 
its first test flight with a new-generation engine. The Su-57 
fifth generation fighter jet (previously known as PAK FA - 
the Russian acronym for ‘perspective front-line aviation 
complex’) performed its maiden flight in 2010. Currently, 
nine prototypes are undergoing state trials.

Russian operator Saratov Airlines has extended their 
Flight Hour Pool Programme agreement with Embraer until 
2021 to continue providing repairable component support 

ies, and the more recently introduced 
large cabin Challenger 650 aircraft has 
exceeded the 50-delivery mark.

The Challenger aircraft continue to 
define their categories with more than 
650 deliveries for the Challenger 300 
series and close to 1,100 deliveries for 
the Challenger 600 series. Challenger 
aircraft have the lowest direct operating 
cost in their respective categories due 
to affordable maintenance programmes 
and longer maintenance intervals than 
the competition. Bombardier’s new 
Smart Services offering, the most com-
petitive cost-per-flight hour coverage, 
brings budget predictability to a whole 
new level with enhanced adaptability 
and greater customisation. Enrollment is 
open to existing Bombardier customers 
and à-la-carte coverage now includes 
landing gear overhaul and unscheduled 
maintenance.

industry
AsiA PAcific

JaPan’s mItsuBIshI X-2 Programme
Japan will conclude its Mitsubishi 
X-2 technology demonstrator aircraft 
programme in March 2018. First flown 
in April 2016, the first two flights were 
conducted by manufacturer Mitsubishi 
before being handed over to the Future 
Fighter Programme (FFP) at Japan’s 
Acquisition, Technology & Logistics 
Agency. Manger at the FFP, Hirofumi 
Doi, confirmed that 34 sorties have so 
far been conducted and all issues re-
garding propulsion, the fuel system, and 
integration had been ironed out prior 
to the maiden flight. Tokyo will then 
assess the merits of its future fighter 
acquisition strategy. Options included 
developing a new fighter called the F-3 
on its own, or developing a fighter with 
a foreign partner.

AmericAs

Bell helICoPter’s v-280 valor deBut

Bell Helicopter’s V-280 Valor tilt-rotor 
aircraft flew for the first time on Decem-

ber 18, 2017 at a Bell facility in Texas. 
The test saw the helicopter perform a 
low hover for up to 20 minutes and fol-
lows a series of ground trials conducted 
since the completion of the prototype 
build in September. The Valor prototype 
has been developed as one of two dif-
ferent demonstrator aircraft—the other 
being the Sikorsky-Boeing SB-1 Defiant 
coaxial helicopter—as part of the US 
Army’s Joint Multi-Role demonstrator 
programme and will pave the way for 
shaping the design of a Future Verti-
cal Lift helicopter fleet expected in the 
2030s. The Defiant, which has experi-
enced manufacturing issues with the 
complex rotor blades that make up the 
helicopter’s coaxial design, is expected to 
fly in early 2018.

aFrC tests KC-135 deFenCe system
A 507th Air Refueling Wing KC-135 
Stratotanker is fulfilling a critical role 
within the Air Force Reserve and Air 
National Guard in the testing and field-
ing efforts to employ an operational 
Large Aircraft Infrared Countermea-
sures (LAIRCM) based pod defensive 
system. The LAIRCM modification is de-
signed to autonomously detect, provide 
warning and employ countermeasures 
against shoulder fired Man-portable air 
defense system missiles. Earlier LAIRCM 
versions are currently employed on 
other aircraft, such as the C-130 Her-
cules and C-17 Globemaster III, but it’s 
been in the works for over five years for 
use on the KC-135.

show Calendar
30 January–1 February, 2018
InternatIonal MIlItary 
HelIcopter 2018
Park Plaza London Victoria, London, UK
https://militaryhelicopter.iqpc.co.uk

18–19 January, 2018
aerospace & Defence Mro – 
soutH asIa suMMIt
Taj Mahal Hotel, New Delhi, India
www.stattimes.com/mrosa2018

6–11 February, 2018
sIngapore aIrsHow 2018
Changi Exhibition Centre, Singapore
www.singaporeairshow.com

26 February–1 March, 2018
HaI HelI-eXpo
Las Vegas Convention Center, Las 
Vegas, NV, USA
http://heliexpo.rotor.org
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for the airline’s E-Jets fleet. Saratov Airlines was the first E-
Jets operator in Russia, starting operations with two E195s 
in December of 2013.

rAythEon
Raytheon’s next-generation military-code GPS receiver inte-
grated onboard a B-2 Spirit bomber has been successfully 
tested by the USAF. The first ever M-code test onboard the 
B-2 is being regarded as an important milestone for the 
US Government-led GPS Modernisation effort to enhance 
security, positioning, navigation and timing capabilities for 
US military and civilian applications.

Raytheon has been awarded a fixed-price-incentive-
firm target and cost-plus-fixed-fee modification to an 
existing US Air Force contract for hardware in support 
of AIM-120 advanced medium-range air-to-air missiles 
(AMRAAM). The contract also includes FMS for Japan, 
Norway, Romania, Turkey, Australia and is expected to be 
completed by December 31, 2019.

SAAB
Saab has received a contract through Armscor, South 
Africa’s procurement agency, for weapons support ser-
vices for Republic of South Africa Air Force JAS-39 Gripen 
C/D fighter aircraft. Valued at $24.6 million, the contract 
will run until February 2020 and includes airworthiness 
management, engineering support, maintenance, repair 
and overhaul, spares replenishment and updates of 
technical publications.

ukroBoronprom
Ukranian state-owned defense manufacturer Ukroboron-
prom has announced that the 80K6T air defense radar is 
ready for factory trials. The active phased array radar has a 
range of 500km and altitude of 40km, and will be primarily 
tasked with target destination and is integrated with all 
types of SAM systems used by the Ukrainian Armed Forces. 
The 80K6T aims to provide an analogous capability to the 
Saab Giraffe 4A, Hensoldt TRML-3D/32 and -4D and Thales 
Ground Master, among others.

uS
The US State Department has approved a possible FMS 
to Poland for follow-on support and sustainment services 
for its F-16 fleet for an estimated cost of $200 million. 
The Defense Security Cooperation Agency delivered the 
required certification notifying Congress of this possible 
sale on December 19, 2017.

uS dod
The US DoD has announced a $353.2 million award to 
United Technologies Corp subsidiary, Pratt and Whitney 
Military Engines, for performance-based logistics and 
sustainment support of the F-135 propulsion system for 
the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter. US Navy, Air Force, Marine 
Corps, non-US DoD participants and FMS customers are 
covered in the deal.

euroPe

FIrst a330-300P2F enters servICe  
wIth dhl

DHL Express has become the first op-
erator to take delivery of the A330-300 
Passenger-to-Freighter (P2F) converted 
aircraft from Elbe Flugzeugwerke (EFW), 
the joint venture between ST Aerospace 
and Airbus. This delivery, which took place 
at EFW’s freighter conversion facilities in 
Dresden, Germany follows the successful 
completion of test flights in October and 
awarding of the Supplemental Type Certifi-
cate (STC) by the European Aviation Safety 
Agency (EASA) in November. DHL Express 

has firm orders for eight A330-300P2F 
units with options to receive another 10.

The A330P2F programme has two 
variants – the A330-200P2F and the 
larger A330-300P2F. The latter is ideal 
for serving the international express B2B 
and e-commerce cargo markets, which 
typically have a higher volume and 
lower density.

Bae’s magma uav
BAE Systems has announced on Decem-
ber 13, 2017, the completion of the first 
phase of flight trials of the MAGMA small 
scale UAV. Designed and tested in con-
junction with the University of Manches-
ter, the UAV will use a unique blown-air 
system to manoeuvre the aircraft and uti-
lises wing circulation control, which uses 
air from the aircraft engine and blows 
it supersonically through the trailing 
edge of the wing, to provide control for 
the aircraft and fluidic thrust vectoring 
for change of direction. It is hoped that 
this work will pave the way for future 
stealthier aircraft designs. 

AppointmEntS

Air indiA
Pradeep Singh Kharola, Managing 
Director, Bangalore Metropolitan 
Transport Corporation, has been ap-
pointed as the Chairman and Manag-
ing Director of Air India.

AirASiA BErhAd
Board of Directors of AirAsia have 
unanimously approved senior leader-
ship changes in line with the AirAsia 
Group’s new digitalisation strategy:
•   Aireen Omar, the current CEO of 

AirAsia Berhad, will be promoted to 
Deputy Group CEO – Digital, Trans-
formation, Corporate Services.

•   Captain Adrian Jenkins, current 
Group Director, Flight Operations as 
Chief Operations Officer.

•   Rozman Omar, current Deputy Group 
CEO, Strategy and M&A as the Ex-
ecutive Director of AirAsia Intl. Ltd.

•   Riad Asmat as the CEO of AirAsia 
Berhad, effective January 10, 2018.

BomBArdiEr
Bombardier Inc has appointed Diane 
Giard to its Board of Directors, effective 
December 12, 2017.

CAE
On December 8, 2017, CAE announced 
the appointment of Andrew Naismith 
as Managing Director of CAE UK.

northrop grummAn
On December 13, 2017, Northrop 
Grumman announced the appoint-
ment of Warren King, ex-CEO of the 
Australian Defence Materiel Organisa-
tion as the Chair of the newly formed 
Northrop Grumman Australia Advi-
sory Board.

turBinE SErViCES & 
SolutionS group (tS&S)
Mansoor Janahi has been appointed 
Deputy Chief Executive Officer 
of TS&S, a specialised solutions, 
 maintenance, repair and overhaul 
(MRO) provider for aircraft and 
 industrial engines.

unitEd tEChnologiES 
CorporAtion (utC)
UTC has announced the appoint-
ment of Paul Eremenko as Senior Vice 
President and Chief Technology Officer, 
effective January 1, 2018.
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While the fleet of combat aircraft in the Indian Air Force 
(IAF) is dwindling rapidly, the indigenous light combat aircraft 
Tejas has been somewhat slow in coming. Media reports in the 
recent past indicate that the IAF is proceeding with the acqui-
sition of 83 Tejas Mk IA, the advanced version of the Tejas Mk 
I worth `60,000 crore. This project was cleared in November 
2017 by the Defence Acquisition Council headed by the Min-
ister of Defence.

Having obtained Initial Operational Clearance (IOC) two 
years ago, HAL is now aiming for the Final Operational Clear-
ance (FOC) for the Tejas by the end of 2018. Despite the fact 
that the LCA Tejas is yet to be fully operational, the IAF has 
ordered 20 of the Tejas Mk I in IOC configuration. The IAF 
will induct the next 20 aircraft after the Tejas achieves FOC, 
bringing the total to 40. HAL had plans to develop the Tejas 
Mk II version that is to be fitted with the GE F414 engine, 
with higher thrust rating as compared to the GE F404 that 
powers the Mk I. However, in view of the inordinately long 
time frame anticipated for its development as the airframe of 
the LCA Mk II would involve considerable redesign thus mak-
ing it practically a new aircraft, the IAF was understandably 
reluctant to wait that long. The Ministry of Defence there-
fore suggested an advanced version of the LCA Mk I, the Mk 
IA with a number of improvements especially in avionics. 
These inductions totalling 
to 123, equivalent of around 
six squadrons, will help the 
IAF to fill, albeit only partly, 
the ever widening gap in the 
combat fleet of the IAF.

Currently, the rate of pro-
duction of the LCA Tejas is 
eight air craft per year. At 
this rate it will take around 
15 years to complete deliv-
ery against the initial order 
for 123 aircraft. HAL plans 
to set up a second produc-
tion line to double the rate 
of production. However, the 
time frame for the establish-
ment of the second produc-
tion line has not been speci-
fied, injecting a degree of 
uncertainty in the future of 
the Tejas programme.

Meanwhile, the Indian 
aerospace major has been 
embarked on a public rela-
tions exercise to showcase 
the Tejas not only domesti-
cally, but in the international 
arena as well. The aircraft 
was showcased at the Bah-

rain International Air Show in January 2016. As reported 
by the Indian aerospace major, the LCA Tejas “stunned the 
viewers with a performance that lasted just under 10 min-
utes”. There were enquiries regarding the aircraft from pos-
sible customers from the South Asian Region. On the domestic 
front, in the recent years, there have been a stream of senior 
functionaries from the IAF as also civilian dignitaries includ-
ing one from abroad who have been flown in the trainer ver-
sion. The first senior officer of the IAF to fly the Tejas was 
Air  Marshal S.B.P. Sinha, the Deputy Chief of Air Staff (DCAS) 
at Air HQ. While on a visit to the Aeronautical Development 
Agency on September 3, 2014, the DCAS got airborne in the 
Tejas becoming the first senior officer from Air HQ to do so. 
For the Indian aerospace industry, this flight of Tejas by a 
senior IAF officer was an indication of the high degree of con-
fidence in the indigenous product. On May 15, 2016, Air Chief 
Marshal Arup Raha, Chief of the Air Staff, IAF, flew a 30-min-
ute sortie and carried out simulated air-to-air and air-to-
ground attacks using different modes of the advanced Israeli 
made radar and the helmet mounted targeting system on the 
aircraft. In February 2017, during a visit to Aero India Air 
Show at Air Force Station, Yelahanka, his successor, Air Chief 
Marshal B.S. Dhanoa, Chief of the Air Staff, flew a sortie on the 
Tejas. Towards the end of the year on November 14, 2017, Air 

Marshal R.K.S. Bhadauria, 
Air Officer Commanding in 
Chief, Southern Command 
of the IAF, flew a 30-minute 
solo mission on the indig-
enous fighter aircraft. The 
Air Marshal has been an 
experimental test pilot and 
has flown over 100 test flight 
missions on the Tejas dur-
ing his younger days. But 
perhaps the most glamor-
ous event was the flight by 
Ng Eng Hen, Minister of 
Defence, Singapore, who was 
the first  foreign dignitary to 
fly the Tejas. As expected, he 
was full of praise for the air-
craft. While the public rela-
tions exercise has certainly 
helped boost the image of the 
Tejas, unless it is developed 
into a truly capable platform, 
it will not be able to provide 
the operational edge that 
the  combat fleet of the IAF 
badly needs. SP

—By Air Marshal  
B.K. Pandey (Retd)

Unless the Tejas is developed into a truly 
capable platform, it will not be able to provide 
the operational edge that the combat fleet of 

the IAF badly needs

needs to be 
truly potent
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LOVE2
Uncovering new opportunities and achieving profi tability demands strong 

focus and a sharp eye. At Embraer we understand the many challenges 

airlines face to reach their goals, so we have created a solution that adds 

more to your bottom line – FleetSmart. Embodied in our new E2, 

the most effi  cient aircra�  in the single aisle segment, FleetSmart is 

helping operators to sustain profi tability and outperform their rivals. 

#LFS
embraercommercialaviation.com
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